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YOUR PROGRESSIVE HOME NEWSPAPER FOR OVER HALF A CENTURY

Breds to Meet Blue
METHODISTS MEET Raiders
Here For
IN ND ANNUAL Last Home Game
CORENCE

_Vol, LXI; No. 45

1 Funeral Services For
L.Zelna Valentine to
Be Held Friday

Encouraged but not over-confie
dent by reason of their 31-8 victory
Nemphie State Isere- Saturday,
Coach Moore's Thoroughbreds of
Murray State are training vigorously for the Middle Tennessee
Blue Raiders of Murfreesboro who
invade Cutenin Stadium here Saturday afterrroon, November 15.
A glance at Middle Tennessee's
28-6 victory Saturday over Delta
State, whom Murray managed only
to tie, 0-0, is enough to convince
the Thoroughbreds that they have .a

1,10

.. 29e

Christian Church
Adds 46 Members
During Revival

wo Brothers Killed
In Wreck Near Murray

Chairmen Named
For Clark Fund

• •
'Pogue Is Atinis rce
Day Speaker at
College Chapel
•
•

CROSS ROLL
CALL LAUNCHED
AT CLUBHOUSE
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MILK COMPANY
OFFERS PRIZES IN
SCHOOL CONIES?

Nat H. Davis, 63,
Funeral Today

133c

COOK CONVICTED
FOR SLAYING OF
CARLOS EVANS —

•L. Zelna Valentine, 404, died at
ttx.rx 44, `sat-at Mel w
set...Ines
day
night,_ November 12 after
This week, •Novernber 12-16, the
several months' illness. •
Methodist Conference is in session
Within an hour after a jury was
Funeral and burial, services will
at Dyersburg. Tenn., for the 102nd
meet of its history. The conferbe held Fridae morning at 10 given the evidence in the trial of
ence was first organized in 1840
o'clock at Martins Chapel church the Commonwealtth vs. Maston
at Jackson, Tenn* with Bishop J.
with Rev. Lloyd Wilson conducting :rub". rook. In a night
session of
0. Andrew presiding, the servicee
—4
--He is survived-by
hit? widow, Circuit Court Tuesday, it returned
Our information, is that apMrs. May Valentine; one daugh- a verdict of guilty of voluntary
proximately 261 charges constitute
tier, Mrs. Clayborn
McCuiston; manslaughter and imposed a senthe conference and are represented
two sons.- Lloyd and Lennis of tence of two years in the state pennumber Of ministers and
-by a
itentiary.- His motion for a new
Detroit; 46see beetheee, Zees-sal or -trial was
overrur.
Lynn_ of AldIti and
to report, from each
pastoral The Blue Raiders are much improv_
Van of this city; two sistere-Mrs: Cook was convicted for the slaycharge, and that each charge has d this year with Hodges and Bain,
Mary Meeks, Paducah and Mrs. ing of Carlos Evans in August,
fast backs, doing the ball crarying
from one tofour or five charges
Luther Sparks of Paris; one uncle, 1939. In a previous trial he received
A local minister staled this week behind a heavy, big line. That their
Hawkins Valentine of Paducah, a feur Year sentence but after an
that there was near 100,000 mem- win over Delta was no fluke is eviappeal to the Supreme Ceurt_ the _as
nd several nieces and nephews.
bers of Methodism in the Mem- denced by the fact that they licked
ease was revered,
phis Conference territory, from Memphis State 14-13 and gave WesJudge Ira I). Smith adjourned
Paducah to Memphis. South, and tern a tough battle before going
eourt Wednesday until next Monfrom the Tennessee River to the down in defeat early this fall.
day ass he is attending a judges'
Mississippi River, West..
convention being held in_lerrulsville.
Bishop J. Lloyd DeCell is prefor.the
remainder cif the week.
siding over the' conference setIn opening court here Monday
' ails arid will receive reports from
morning-he commended the county .
all'Marges and their pastors..
and its law enforcing organizations
unday :afternoon, November 16,
for a minimum 'of criminal cases
at about 5 o'clock, the pastoral
and the well-ordered life ht the
asisignments for the new year
school
The
county
superintendcounty
as a whole.
That a pastor can eornetimes be
will be announced by the bishop
•, The prize winning baby beef*
ent, farm agents, president of the
Cases against W. B. Perry and
at the closing session of the meet. successful as his own evangelist
pictured above brought a top price
Farm Bureau and four of the seven Dock Perry, charged with breaking
Murray and Calloway County has- been demonstrated in the reOf $13.00 per hundred in--the-pueSrnithellughes teachers of Calloway into a-corn:crib. have been set for
preachers subject to the action cent revival held for his own
CLOSED
bon held Tuesday 1?y the Murray
County have approved a school trial when court reconvenes-rie2tt
of the Conference include Rev. J. church by Charles C. Thompson,
Livestock
Company.
Calloway
contest proposal made by officials Monday, also four common nuisance
of the First Christian
THANKSGIVING
Mack Jenkins, pastor of the First pastor
County's first beef cattle show was
of the Murray Milk Products Com- cases are set for trial Monday, and
- - -0—
be-thodist Church, Murray; Rev. Church of Murray.
held Monday under the auspices
the case of the Commonwealth vs.
In keeping with its annual pany to reduce the number of Leman
E. H. Lax. :West Murray Circuit,
Assisted by Mr. and Mrs. Paul
of the Farm Bureau and attracted
`McDoegal on g charge of
Murray; Rev. R. F. Blankenship, M. Page, singer and pianist, the
custom the Ledger and Times scrub 'bulls in, the county and. in- malicioes cutting.
cattle
breeders from
adjoining
will
Kirksey Charge, Kirksey; Rev. 12-day effort attracted fine crowds
observe
Thanksgiving, 'crease milk production by encounties.
Before
court adjourned WednesThursday. November 20. by giv- couraging farmers to breed their day a case against Jimmie
A. C. Moore. Hazel Charge, Hazel: from the opening night. Special
Coleman
Rey. Prentice
ing Its employees a full holi- cows to registered Jersey -bulls. and Joie Tolbert.
Douglas,
Almo nights for High School students,
charged with
The plan was presented to. the
Calloway Coutity was shocked
Charge. Alma; and Rev. W. T. M. Men and Women filled' the church
Calleway. county's first beef
day.
maintaining a common nuisance,
Friday morning, November 7, on
Junes. Hardin Circuit. Hardin.
to capacity. Although the pastor
The office and plant will be school authorities, dairy specialists 10.4Aitizond.sd_bm_Uw_inakIalegu.
aallat glostlitoruLlts. under the ato._
.asyrirekes--1 -Inadess. at -a- slin• ---Strmotarrermentr rif-Itte,Tegtittlfhad Tecetvell
rioted an -asp 'said salt'Week-s*limning' of -11TO truce- dElthr
-Clinreh
as
to Josie Tolbert being 211snAssed
ner held Tuesday evening at the
Harry.Adams. 32, and Dick Adams, pices of the -Farm Bureau, 'Callothe annual conference will be pub- since January
edition will be published on
there was a total
an
Coleman
paying
a
fine
of $100
National Hotel and details of a $25
25, sons of Mr. and Mrs. E. B. way County Fair Association, 'Callished in the next issue of this of 46 added during the meeting.
Wednesday morning. We will
an
Adams of the Kirksey neighbor- limay County Lime Co-operative, appreciate the co-operation of catty -prize award will be worked
wspaper
Fourteen of the number were men,
out
at
a
meeting
of
Smith-Hughes
Supts. T. C. Arnett and W. J. hood, which occurred wheer-ee
our correspondents by mailing
several
of
them by
baptism.
the Bank of Murray, and made
teachers to be held at the farm
Twenty were from the College. Caplinger have been selected joint truck in sehich they were riding
all copy for next week's edition
agent's office Saturday morning.
possible
by
the
Murray
Livestock.
not later than Monday.
As usual there s a reason, which chairmen of the George Rogers left•the road on Highway No. 121
Advertisers are, likewise, re- In addition to the $25.00 aware,
crashed
into ean
embankment Company, was a pronounced sucin this case is likely the fact that Clark
$1 will be .paid to the school in
Memorial Movement in Cal- near the home of-iiell,Hood. north
cess, both In the number and type, quested to prepare their copy
Mr. Thompson served for five
each district for each scrub 6uIl
years as State Evangelist in Vdis- loway county. The movement. .11$ west of _Murray on:411e Murray- of cattle" shown, and in public in: in advance as Tuesday, rather sold for slaughter.
than Wednesday, will be the
siippi and Louisiana before en- stated. "A Kentucky movement by Coldwater road. Apparently death
Ray Preen, field manager for the
terest.
dead-line.
was instantaneous to the brothers.
Nat H. Davis. age' 63, died at tering the pastorate, an experience
In . - a special' Armistice Day
tuckians to pay Kentucky's
company, presided at the dinner
There were 10 rings in the two
The young men had left their
his home ize Tulsa. Okla. Monday, which has been of much use since
chapel, Dr. F. C. Pogue, of the
and
presented
the
contest
'plan
to
debt
to
one
of
her
great
patriots",
homes at about 4:30 Friday morn. classifications. -open- ancicounNovember 10. of a two-day illness, and helped him to leave a record
political science department, spoke
the teachers and the discussion
The body arrived here Wednes- of 500 added to the two psitorates is receiving support from all parts ing, according to reports issued by
to the students and faculty -of
tt" and the prize winners were as:
was
participated
in
by
Scott.
d.,y accompanied by his son, Parke he served before coming. to Mur- of the state, including help from relatives, and were en route to Gil-Murray State College on "How We
manager_ of the . Murray • Plant.
-41i..-••••••••—••-•
la
Davis also of that city. Funeral ray.
- Me War Slid LosTITte 17-eaCe.
Otteernar__Jsitusgon. -Superintendent bertsville where both were ',reekGeorge - Igen* dairy ---exterettori- Inn
In 'short, Dr. Pogue stated that it
iirthe
larituctcy
ing
when
Dam,
Y.
gpsai
specialist
of,
Lexington,
Rudy
HenJohn
W:'
Brooker;
President H. I., the fatal accident occurred. Auwas due to our failure to realize,
vember 13, at the
don, president of the Faint BuDonnean. of the University. the thorities declared that
through the period of the last war
First
on discovery .Ring 1-Best Baby Beef fret
Church at 10 a, m.
reau,
and
presidents
others.
of
all
the
colleges
and
and this, the need of working conof the wreck that death had taken $5, Barber Rogers, Lynn Grove;
with
Sam P. Martin ofprominent persons throughout the place approximately
Among those who attended the stantly • to preserve a
- nelating
one hour and second, $4, Albritten and Hendon,
dymanic
urialevas in the city
state.
ner were: T. C. Arnett, Coun- peace based on
.thirty minutes previous to that
the collective efcemetery.
ty 'school superintendent, W. H. forts of the great powers.
Hazel:- third, $3, Carrot Rogers,
It is believed that the plan for time.
Surviving hint.is his son, Parke
•
Lynn Grove; fourth, •$2,--Allbritten
The Red Cross dinner, held at the Brook's:. J. H. Waliton. T. E. Hurt
raising the funds will succeed beAccording to Dr. Pogue, one reaDavis: three brothers, J. I. Davis
Hundreds of sorrowing friends and Hendon; fifth, $1, Allbritten Woman's Clubhouse Monday ev- and Milt
Walston, Smith-Hughes son for the loss of peace is to be
cause the individual contributions
and Bela Davis of` loornington,
and neighbors accompanied the be- and Hendon. The winners in this ening to launch the annual county teachers. Jn
T.
Cochran,
county
asked
for
are
very small and befound in our failure to enter the
T.,x.. and Harry Davis
Oklav.mfield. Richard
cause of the fact that Kentuckians reaved families to the Coldwater ring were also awarded the prizes roll call, was attended by epproxi- agent. Ray
hiima; two sisters. Mrs.
GlasMethodist Church Sunday morn- offered for best baby beef in the mately 125 interested citizens. The Sandifur and Ch . Bondurant, as- Usage of Nations in 1919. The
are
waking
to
the
fact
that,
in
same type' of isolationism which
gow of Bloomington. Tex.. nd
An allotment of $10.020 has been
ing. November le at 11 o'clock Calloway County class amounting Rotary.
. Lions, Young Men's Susi- sistant agents, A. Carman and E. opposes our aid to Britain and
Mrs. Daisy Murphy of Marion.
granted Murray State Teachers neglecting General Clark. Ken- for the double funeral services. to $4, first prize, $3. second, $2,
nese- and Woman's clubs partici- B. Howtop of the agricultural de- other beleagured countries led to
cue uncle. Gid Hays of Tennes- ollege, Murray. to provide Nation- tuckians have neglected not only one The Revs. R. F. Blankenship and third and fourth and el fifth.
Partment of Murray State Col- our failure' to enter the league
of their,greatest patriots and- beneIre. Thomas Hughes of this city is a -Youth Administration jobs for
Paul
Poiner
were
the
officiating
winners
beef
The
prize
•
baby
factors,
but
one
ofethe
nation's as
and in out failure to cooperate in
Kopperud presided at
Mrs.
A.
H.
approximately 75 eollege students,
a brother-in-law. •
ministers. Burial services for Han- were eeld at auction by the Mur4
dinner and Mat Hurt gave the Mr. Treon, Mr. Scott, and local. various interriational efforts to preMr. Davis will be remembered 17 to 24„.who cannot' continue their well.
ray Adams were held at the Gosh- ray Lit-restock. Company Tuesday the
newspaper
men,
address
serve
opening
main
talk.
'peace in 'the period. since
The
The
plan calls for contributions en cemetery while burial se
Ii-re as he formerly worked for educaeionirt financial assis-vices and brought a top price of $13 per
1919.
was made by Dr. James H. Richthe N. C. and St. L. Railroad. He tance. Robet, K. Salyera State of five pennies each from school for Dick Adams were held at the hundred.
He went ahead to show the
mond. who made a splendid appeal
studied pharmacy and later opened Youth Adminisfrs,tor. announced to- children, twenty-five cents from Bazzel cemetery.
Ring 2-Best Fat Steer, first and to the American people to become
similarities between the attack on
teachers, and one dollar each from
a drug store in Hardin and lived day.
Harry
Adame*.,32,
a
popular second prizes of $5 and $4 won by unified on all issues, and awake to
the league and the present day
there many years before going to
R. E. Broach has beers appointed members of Albs, such as Kiwanis,
attack on Roosevelt's policy. Inthe realization that we are in this
.Tulsa where he has been in the by Mr. Salyer& to adnitsi,.ter the Rotary. Woman's and D.A.R. In ad- young farmer 'of the Coldwater L. D. Todd of Elm Grove.
Two
armed
Men
comenunity,
at
3
o'clock
is
survived
Heifer:
by
-Best
Brit
his
'Fat
$6,
Ring
at
entire
3
dition,
with
future
our
war
stead
each
of Lodge, and Reed, today
school
is asked to pre--drug business up to the time Of his NYA program at the colleg • choose
this morning held up and robbed we'. have _Lindbergh and Wheeler
death.
the students to be given Jobèand sent some sort of enteetainment widow, Mildred Adamsymild two J. Herman Robinson and Son of stake. Dr. Richmond emphasized
children, Doris and Charles Rob. Henry County, Tenn.; second. M. that the people of Murray. can at Monday's Service Station on North but their arguments are the same.
plan the work students will do'Nte such as a play, pageant,
Fourth'Street. escaping with about They insist that we must foe
earn their money. They may help dance, movie, game, and to invite Dick Adams, 25. was unmarried. Glenn Crawford. Lynn Grove; third present do their part by aiding the
•
$18.00. according to a report made isolationists because . Washington
e public; the funds derived there- Survivals of the deceased are and fourth. $3 and $2, L. D. Todd, local Red cross.
in the library or cafeteria, help to
to
State
are
parents.
Highway
Grove.
their
of
Elm
.
to
the
Mrs.
report
E.
interesting
Mr.
B.
and
Patrolman was; that Europe is Wicked; Engbe contributed to the
An
maintain buildings and grounds, do
Ring 41..-Best Fat Cow, first, sec- Junior Red Cross activities was Charlie Adams.
land is' imperialistic; and that we
ams; four sisters, Mrs. Lynn
research, statistical, clerical, and movehent
J. R. Williams, attendant, said are not interested in what hapSuptseeirnetteand Caplinger will Lawson. Mrs. Gladys Darnell, Mrs. ond and third. $5, $3. and $2, J. given by Miss Martha Sue Cunother work beneficial to the .colningham. Music was furnished by the two armed men forced him pens abroad. .
lege. Under-graduates may earn up select. a committee to help in the Anna Fay Hoah, and Miss Treva Herman Robinson and Son.
Despite the argument made in
the college string quartet.
to go into the men's rest Mom
to $20 per month; graduates may campaign. Their duties consist of May Adams and five brothers,
Class
County
organizing
the Work in the schools Hill, Fred, Tom, J. B., and RayThe Rev. Leon A. Haring Jr. earn up to $30.
The rooms were decorated with where they locked him in until 1919 and repeated in the present
and clubs, makinll. speaking en- burn Q. Adams.
pastor of the First Presbyterian
crisis
that we are not interested
and
year
Bull
one
Ring 1-Best
large Red Cross emblems placed they had gone. He said they esThirty-two other Kentucky col- gagements and secu
*three has anneUticed the proHarry was a member of the alder, first. $4. Alvis E Jones, again1t a while background. The caped with the contents of the in the crisiii in Europe. it is pinnspeakers.
leges
have
been
granted funds to helping and advising the hools In Coldwater Methodist church and Lynn Grove; second. $3, Allbritten
fully evident that we are. What
gram celebrating 'the tenth annilong tables were attractively dec- cash reaisten-ebout $18.00.,
versary of the founding of the provide NYA jobs. The total allot- prepajing and presenting
and Hendont third, 12, J. R. Coop- orated with fall flowers. Mrs. B.
en- was affiliated with the WOW.
After they had gone, Mr. Will- happens in Londeri. in the Crimea,
ment
for
the
state
is
$186.605
This
tertafhments,
arranging for piWici.
church. Next Sunday, November
E. B. Adams, -father of the de- er, Hazel: and fourth, el, Allbrit- 0. Langston, Mrs. Karl Frazee and iams said he succeeded in getting or before . Moscow, may .determine"
will provide NYA jobs for approx- ty and checking with the
principals, ceased, is widely and well-known ten di Hendon.
18, Dr. John C. Barr, the first pasMrs. L. W. Lennox were on the out of the room by crawling whether or not we should be
imately 2,000 college students dur- teachers and presidents of the
ar.
ion
drIanwncoinnetiousw
.
Ring 2-Best null over one year, decorating. committee. •
clubs in Calloway County wire he has
through a window.
tOr of the church will deliver the ing the
19414942 school year.
regarding
Dr. Mein.‘c•Intt•a
contributions.
Grove;
Elm
D.
Todd,
$4,
L.
first,
morning
anniversary sermon at
for many years been prominent in
•
out that perhaps our hope for fuHendon;
worship.
affairs of the county and served second, $3. Allbritten
ture peace lay in the Octivities of
On Sunday, November., 23. the
for seveql terms as magistrate of third, $2, W. S. Fitts.
those now in,
in school. and laboraRing 3-Best Fat Heifer. first,
Rev. Dr. George S. Watson. sechis home-, district. The Adams
tories who.
narrow naretary of the Westminster Foundahave been `ionuential and pro- M. Glenn Crawford, Lynn Grove;
1111711111AN
By
J.
H.
i
tional.
consideration
and in a
$3,
$2,
tion of the Synod of Kentucky,
gressive citizens of the county second: third and fourth,
spirit of sectifice and in a desire will ,preach on the theme, "Ten
and their many friends share with and 11, L D. Todd.
„
to serve - all men. •are now work- .
Ring 4-Best Beef Cow. (int,
Years of Presbyterianism in Murtheir-. bereavement
them
es• • second and third, 14, $3 and $2,' In about 1620 about one hundred 'el, they were breve and courage- ing as people like Madame 'Curie.
ray". Invitations to an annesersary
' "Last year. the Murray Fire Debecause
Pilgrims
known
the
as
people
spring.
and
ous,
in
indeed,
Pasteur,'.Florence - Nightingale. and
Lk- D. -Todd. — 's
tea honoteng Doctor Watson will
partment did a splendid job of
'
41Ing 5-Best -Tat-Steer, fltet and of - their wanderings, came to when the Mayflower sailed for Lincoln worked in _the past
be issued by the Rev. and Mrs.
7
repairiog
toys.
Hundreds._ of
.
America seeking religious liberty. England, not one of
. Ahem re- the healing arid advancement of
- --second. $4 and $1, L. D. Todd?
Haring The tea will be held at
articles
were
put
In
first
class
con-Me world.
The Farm Bureau issued.the fol They had been in England, bit on turned.
the manse on Sunday afternoon,
dition,
yet many
disappointed
Wheti spring came they everts'
lowing statement on the outcome account. of' certain religious conunderlirjvi1eged parent was turnNovember 23.
- Today, Thursday, November 13,
concerning
things
pracmore
They
very
happy. •
built
victions
Prin. Buena- Jeffrey cif Lynn of the show:
ed away with no toys to take home
'they cabins, planted more fields and
Ii the time to gather up those dis- because the supply
The Faern.Aureau wishes 'to ex- ticed by the English Church',
had been ex- Grove High School announces all
were
They
themselves.
gardens,
and
withdrew
were
making
friends.
carded toys which have been put hausted,".Ralph Weir.
for
the school's annual press its many thanks to the Mursecretary of plans
back in attics, cloaets, on the the Civic Club, told the
Fiddler's
Contest ray Livestock Co.. The Calloway' called "Puritans" because they with the Indians. The first sum, Thanksgiving
Ledger
*
••••••
shelves, etc. a n d see that they Tjrnee today.
hhave been made for the gala event County Fair Association, The Cal- desired, to purify the church of mer passed and they made a good
.
crop. And they were se grateful
its evil practices.
get to the Murray Fire Depart.-- •
.
"On -behalf of the Murray. Civic which will be held in the- Lynn loway Lime Association, The Bank
severely
persecuted
were
They
for
their
harvest,
'abundant
that
Dicie West, 53. passed away ment, located in the City Hall Club, I extend sincere thanks to Grove auditorium Thursday 'night, of Murray, every, person bringing
in England,- and many ..of_thern William Bradford whpm they had - With almost two -full weeks or
at her honle near Elm Grove Mon- building, where these old but one and all who contribqteci in November 20._at 730' o'clock.
cattle .to the show, the Eletension
perse- chosen to succeed John Carver as. rest to put them in top-notch cot%
Department and every individual moved to Holland to escape
d.iy night, November 10. after a usable toys will be repaired, re- any way to the Christmas Cheer
cutton. From there about 100 of Governor. said. "WE HAVE BEEN dition, the Murray High Tigers,
that helped in any Way %%nth the
several weeks' illness of heart di- painted and put in, first rate con- program which was sponsored by
Mayflower
and GREATLY -BLESSED BY .GOD according to Coach Holland, are
them sailed on the
dition
for the
underprivileged the Murray Civic Club,
sease,
Beef Cattle show.
landed at Plymouth Rock, Mass.. THIS SEASON.. LET US SET in full strength for the game With
We also want to thank Herman
Fui
services' for Mrs West children of Murray and Calloway composed of representatives from
1620.
December
21,
day.
cold
one
APART A DAY (some my three the .Russellville -High eleven at
Robinson and sons of Nenry Counucted at Burnett Chapel, County at Christmas time. Fire all clubs, churchet and individual
_
Before landing they withered in days, gorge a week) IN WHICH Summitville Friday evening ,at 7:30
ty, Tenn for their contribution of
Graves lounty, on Wednesday. No- Chief Hughes announced that his groups of Murray and Calloway
the cabin 'of the Mayflower and TO GIVE GOD THANKS FOR o'clock.
five registered Herefords.
vember 12, at 11:30 a. m with the department is glad to cooperate County. last year." Wear said.
signed an agreement, by which HIS LOVING CARE.The game scheduled with the
Sale of Tuesday, November 11 ,
We hope this show will encourRevs. Elmer Motheral and Prentice in the Christmas Cheer program
The Murray Scout troop will
they pledged themselves to obey
During the Revolution a day lit Springville.- Tenn.. .last Friday was
Tot al . head-634.
.
• Douglas officiating. Burial was in and that Bill Smith. of the fire again assist in gathering toys and
. age better feeclIng and breeding such laws as should be made for National _Thanksgiving was
ancancelled because of a mix-up on
department, would be in charge of transporting
Cattle: Long fed steers. 9.000 with our small number of beef
the Burnett Chapel cemetery.
them to the City
government of the Colony.. They nually recommended. by Congress. the Springville schedule.
.
1000;
8.001/9.00;
steers.
short
fed
ers.
She teas a member of the Temple the repair work
cattle.,
Hall. Every Saturday morning beWishington
appointed
then chose one of their number, George
In defeating Morganfield here
"Durtng the past several months tween now and Christmas will be good , quality - fat steers, 9.000
that as a deiense John Carver, to,be Governor- lot such
Hill Methodist Church.
a daY' in 1789 after the adop- two weeks ago, the Tigers showed
Mrs 'West is survived by her the entire populace of the United used by the -Scouts to call at your 10.00; rpedium quality butcher cat- measu
mould - milk all Me one year.
tion of the Constitution. In 1795 plenty, of power •
the initial
.sIbly can. But if see
husband, Amos West; three broth- States has been striveug to help the door ter toys. If by chance your tle. 7.000 9.00; grass fat steers, 8.00 cows
they landed at Plymouth he appointed another . day of quarter but the blinding rainstorm .
When
ers. C. L Thurman. of this county. unfortunate
peoples across the home is missed. just cal! 466 and 09.50; baby beeves: 8000'13.001- are short of labor, have onion pas- Rock, there were- no houses, no Thanksgiving for the general bene- quickly
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I Alnlo School News.4. HAPPENINGS IN
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Mom to Visit'
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Kentucky*armeri• Farmers Need No
Interested,in: Planting. Priority Rating
Trees This Pall'
In answer

IFARMEILS PLAN
TO INCREASE
FOOD PLANTING

Marines March To New Milestone

COVER CROP
HONOR ROLL

Coldwater News

to inquiries as to
We are having cold weather with
Kentucky farmers are interested whether • farmers need
priority
some rain and snow-Ilong with it.
in ttees as is evidenced by the ratings for making certain purSorry indeed to learn of the
Names added to the cover crop
tact that the State Nursery at chases. the Kentucky College of
honor roll this week are as fol- tragic deaths of Harry and, Dick
Yrankfort filled orders for a million Agriculture and Home Economics
Adams, sons of Mr. and Mrs. - Ed
calls attention to statements islows: , - - s
quarter trees last year.
'Yourlagnx„ can help 10-4411111 the
UP.
Deve•-a
Kirksey: Ttey Adams,- sw,104-14„ occurred Fridayvi-___
way County farmers who de- sued at Washington to the effect war and write the peace," says
"
." Harry leaves his
Jones, Kirksey; S. P. Killebrew November -7.
ees for planting on eroded that such ratings are not necessary. Secretary of Agricultuie Claude R.
Kirksey; Huron- Redden, 'Murray; widow -and a son, Charles Rob„
Farmers are not,....mmiired-areas may_ .orfler thorn refl....Ake
and
Ofte...-da
tighter...
Dorrisa.
.
They
to buy maState Nursery at Frankfort for a have-eelOTItr
Charlie Ferri"' PtIttermwn:
But to do this'-to
were both survived by their parWilliams, Lynn Grove; James ‘-'•
nominal ,charge, or they may se- chinery, repair parts, equipment, British. to help feed help feed the
A.
Europe's milParker, Blakely; B. M. Colemaq. ents and four sisters and five
fertilizer
s,
sprays,
roofing, nails. lions after the war and
cure trees from the TVA free of
brothers.
The families have our
to feed
Penny; Fred Collie, Faxon; Lowell'
fencing
and
- charge by placing enplic_ations
similar
materials own people properly-he points-our
at
Palmer, Kirksey; H. P. Ezell, Kirk- deepest sYmpathy.
the County Agent's office in Mur- needed in the operation of farms. that every farm in America out
Mrs; Gladys lianeline is unimwill
y; B. W. Edmonds, Blakely; and
Priorities are issued to manufac- need
ray.
to increase production of some
proven.
0. V. Tidwell, Kirksey.
Applications for trees to be plant- turers, processors and warehouse- of the foods that
Mr. and, Mrs. Waymon Great- are needed.
• Anyone in the count); seeding and lankily, L,ester
ed this spring are being taken now men, and not to individual farmUnder the guidance of state and
Block and chilall land plowed in 1941, except dren of
at the County Extension office. The ers using materials.
county agricultural defense boards,
Clinton, attended the
Since deliveries of machinery .these food needs
Land that is overflow'during the funeral services
TVA has assured the twat Extension
are being broken
for
the Adam*.
._ staff, according to Richard M. San- and materials may be 'Mow, many 'down into regional, state
winter months, should report same, boys Sunday,
and coun_,_ •
- giving number of acres seeded, to
defur, Assistant County Agent, that farmers
are determining
their ty production goals; and B. W. F.4.1
Mrs. W. D. Kelly, who recenthr
1942 needs this -fall and placing monde. "airma
the
an unlimited number of trees
Farteissi
or-Offiee
-thet-his
n of the CaLlowityan operatio
avail. le to Calloway County farm- ordersfor repairs, equipment and County Agricultural Defense
may also be entered on the Honor pendteitis„ is recoveri n for apng niceiy - M-Board.
Roll. Names will -be-added to the the home of
ers this year.
other materials now. 'This - may arnpitinces that within the next
her parents. Mn, and..
few
'Minor Roll each week ,as they are
In order that applications can be save them time and money during weeks a representative of
_ •I
Novice Rogers
the
coon•
eleared through the Tim Office in- the rush periods on the farm ne
reported to the coUnty office and
board will call on each farmer
Mr. and 'Mrs. Aubrey Clarke id
time to insure delivery, Mr. Sande- year. The possibility of a f
AisiLl-be reported in this paper.
o learn what increases he will
Akron, 0, visited relatives In fur suggests that alLigemers de- labor shortage
It* in food production in 1942 as
also see
Browns Grotie and Coldwater last
siring trees for erosion control work make planning desirable it
a
cbotribut
ion
to
national
week. . . .
defense.
is
place their applications by Decem- pointed out.
Major increases needed in KenAs news is scarce this week I
ber 1.
tucky, according to the State-Agriwill ses..,4ou later.-K. T. Did.
,
in most cases pine is probably
cultural ,Defepse Board, are 27,648.more nearly adapted to Callaway
The Hazel FFA workshop is
000 gallons more milk than is being
County soils -than is locust. Howplaying an important -part in the
produced in 194t, in additional 10,,'. ever, the more loamy. type soils
teaching of vocational agriculture.
All person's who are holding 212,000 dozen eggs and marketing
The boys have learned to use many
will 'grow locusts...Both of these
of an additional 21,127,000 pounds
species of trees are available from claims against the estate of P. E. of beef and veal.
of jhe tools, both hand and elecBilly Shelton and his orchestra
Morgari,'deceased. please file with
tric.
the TVA.
„,
•
of Murray State 'were on the NBC
Besides these increases. Edmonds
J Mr'Marshallf. Hazel, on or' benetwork
points
The
from the ballroom of the
freshman
out,
increases
and
•
sophomore
in certain
lt.
December 1, ,or be forever
other foods and 'feeds will be
boys are building chicken feeders Hermitage Hotel, Nashville, Tenn..
from collecting same.
ISTIONMS
this week, while the juniors and last Wednesday night at 11 o'clock.
ed in this county, and these will
A 11 ter Of
I. L IIARSUALL,
Included In the Firm Defense
seniors are makituf,household con- The Murray State orchestra, under
owned
in' W
Administrator
gram plans which each farmer
Shelton's guidance. -has been toveniences.
From calling frigates to amphibious tractors, the 1'.
ingt°n.
S. Marines have kept pace with the advance
be asked to make.
The Future Farmers are 'testing gether now for two years and are
Pounds Arbest MS days o
of military and naval science since the recruitin
MurraY. the Birthplace_ of Radio. "If we are to reach these goals",
g of sea soldiers was authorized by the Conmilk each month from the boys' playing some of the top spots in
tinental Congress in 1775. November 10 marks
cows. Several of the boys are try- Kentucky, Tennessee, Illinois, and
Edmonds said, "farmers will have
their 166th anniversary,
ing to. buy registered dairy cows surrounding area. The entire sumto produce, more...titan they have
Fifes and drums were calling in the winning
of
our
Independ
Sumatra.
ever produced in the history of the men to the colors in
Samoa, China, the Philip- but so far have been unable to mer was spent on a -location job in
1775.
Florida. where much favorable
find
United States. But this is no time to to man our fighting frigates Men ence.
any for sale.
pines and the far-off Fiji Islands.
were
Their first expedition took them
over-produce on wheat, cotton and among the crying
The old-tune marine went ihto ' The boys 'are also working on comment was passed on the local
-needs of the to the Bahamas
their projects, summarizing com- organization.
tobacco, of which there are abun, _hour, and there
, and in subsequent battle armed with a musket,
was Apt i#
pike, pleted
,
gent call years there is hardly
-Fsu-Pplies on hand", he added. for-Marines.
projects mid compLeting
a spot on the or cutlass.
His
modern
proto,
„plans.for-thaiz-nara-oaea.
globe where the sea_soldlars home type-is -equipped- vrith
_71112311:12.
-season'' gardens „are being
practically'
ifiTI-freet-o-f fight-- not...been tended while engaged in
either profitable or helpful in the -onz-by one
undertaken
every conceivable military weapon
by
many
Johnson
national defense, Edmonds pants ing craft began to assemble on the some mission for Uncle Sam.
Reed
the
classified column.
county farmers
used on land or sea, from machine
out, because the request for increas Delaware River at Philadelphia.-• Marines nave fought
in all the and anti-aircraft guns to fighting
aid production is in needed com- On November 10, 1775, the Conti- big and little wars
planes and amphibious tractors.
of our
modities, for which there is a ris- nental Congress resolved
That Stephen Decatur witnessecountry.
d their
During the more than -eight score
ing demand, and not a request for two _ battalions of Marines be valor at Tripoli.
a "blanket" increase in all types raised," and that date has since Desvey's victory They shared in years since they were first organt
at
Manila
Bay, ized, the U.
been observed as the Marines'
of farm products. aided in the destruction of the up a traditionS. Marines have built
for valor unexcelled
In order that Calloway County birthday..
Spanish Fleet in Cuba, and shed by any
fighting unit anywhere.
farmers may assist the County AgThose
Continental
Marines their blood on the battlefields -of
There
will
be very little ceremony
ricultural Defense Board in making etched their names deeply in the France.
to note their
a speedy and thorough survey of records of the Revolution. They
During the 200 or more landings milestone along passing of another
the road they have
farm production plans for 1942. Ed- engaged in numerous land and sea they
have made on fosieign soil, followed scr
monds suggests that they begin now battles and played a valiant
faithfully in the serpart they carried Old Glory to Korea, vice of their
country.
(1). dligsck farm eropa_and
stbek to, see what Product& can be
pert to back your home teem_
areaDirnialritafeiRrte
ak .......,......
--Ke-7chiller leaders, Charity Gar„,10411brin a- 1'. dm only heater of its kind in
line with national needs.
land, Laura. Farley and Doi-othy
121 Check with the county de""
Patented principles of
fense board on processing and
Sue Stubbiefield. have their new
r ruction produce steady. even
handling • facilities for crops or
• Don't forget the Fiddlers Con- white satin
All work beautifully cleaned and expertly pressed
uniforms which they
heat . . . save work . . . save
products they plan to produce.
Since 1937 many young men of test, Saturday. night. November 15. wore last Friday night As
fuel- Burns any kind of coal . . .
131 Start carrying out 1942 prowell
There
is
a
big
prize
the
United
for every as
States have been production plans now by laying in
lump, nut or slack . . . also wood.
helping their looks, it certainly
TROUSERS
winner. Make
SKIRTS
supplies of seeds, fertilizers, and vided with employment and vo- here and bring your plans to be helped their yelling, and lots of
Magazine sorni-automcrtically feeds
some
cational
one
with
training
you.
in
2 Pair 47c
the
many A
Now
other
materials
pep
that
2 for 47c
was
will
shown
needed.
be
for
the
first
home
large crowd is expected and a
fuel as needed. Holds lino several
Civilian
Conserva
tion
Corps
camps
For additional information or asgame. Keep it up. school!
good program expected.
days in mild weather without resistance in planning participation throughout this country. Today
The Junior
DeLUXE CLEANING
The Concord quint was victori- of the New and Senior chapter
fueling.
in the Farm Defense Program farm- these young American citizens have
Concord FFA met
ers are advised to see the County joined in the vast program of ous again last Friday night over Monday. October 13, and elected Makes coke out of bituminous coal
national
defense.
Puryear.
The season is starting the following officers:
Agricultural Defense Board, repre•
• .. then burns coke without smoke
ThTrT-CCC camp work today is etit very hopeful with two- sue.
senting all agencies of the U. S.
Leroy Eldridge. president; George
cesielve
victories.
greatly
or soot NO CLINKERS. Low in cost
The Redbirds Gibson,
improved over that of .its
Department, or to see county reprevice-president;
Otiste
will
play
Hazel
here
previous
Friday
years
sentative
an
night.
both
s of these agencies in their
Thompson,
quality and
• . . exceedingly ocononncal to
secretary;
Tommie
November 14. It will be one of Hamlin,
719 W. Popular St.
quantity
until
districts
today
communit
or
authoriti
treasurer
ies.
es
; Ted Spiceland,
operate.
Murray, Ky.
are ranking the cpc fleIct to the the biggest games of the season. Watch Dog: Charles Wilkinson, reEverybod
y
be here and do your porter.
Army and Navy In Making conCome In--Lof Us Show Yoe
SERVICE SCHOOL'S
tribution to the defense of the nation.
The Service Schools of the U. S.
The following is a partial list
Navy, 'where sailors are trained. orthe defense work being *me by
are divided into - three classifica- toe c :."
tions. Class A• schools offer eleIt -45 training 3.000 infirmary and
mentary instructions in certain
specialties to recruits; Class R heapital attendan,ts.
It, is training 1.500 supply stewsupplements the tralning afloat bY
ards.
giving more advanced instructi
,.
ons
It is training 1,500' mess stewin certain specialties to
ected, ards.
experienced enlisted nten; and
North 5th Street
Phone 675
It is
class C schools give advanced in- bakers. training 13,500 cooks and
structions in certain subjects not.
It is training 3,000 warehouseC.01112.
A1217, .11,112normally a
part of shipboard men.
teaching.
It is training 3.200 clerks
It is training 6,000 quarry workers.
It is training 6,000 pipeline'construction workers.
It is training 1,000 operators of
rock crushers: It is traininit 12.000 axmen. sawyers, zawfilers and sawmill inert:
It is training 3,000 surveyors.
map makers, map readers and
draftsmen. •
.It in. training 1.500 blacksmiths.
It is training 1.500 welders.
It is training 3,000 mechanics and
helpers.
It is training 7,900 blasters and
powdermen.
It is. training 2,100 operators, of
air .hammers hod compressors.
It is training 25,000 rworkers in
concrete, carpentry, stimemasonry,
painting, electricity and plumbing.
Prices of firm products are high. Don't overIt is training 60.000 operators of
look the present opportunity to increase your farm
trucks, tractors. power shovels,
revenue.
draglines and Other heavy equipment. '
The best results can not be expected• from
your dairy herd. for that matter from your_
beef
Cattle, if they are forced to stand in the cold
and
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Kentuce farmers will insethllreoeea in toed production as
by the Secretary of Agriculturea n
the opinion of Dean Thomas P.
CPOper of the University of/Kentucky College pf Agriculture and
Home Economics. These Increases
Include 12 per cent in milk production, 15 per cent in each of eggs
and poultry meat, 17 per cent in
beige 7 per -cent in cettle, one per
cent in iambs and 2 per cent each
in corn and hay.
le most instances.. Dean Cooper
paroiesieden-the inereaseiraskedwre
along lies of expansion already
under v./ay in the State. For instance. 27.000,000 gallons more milk
are wonted from Kontucky, for
cohdenteries, milk Otowder and
cheese plants. Dairying in Kentucky
has beea on. the up-grade for several years,: Dean Cooper said.- By
better feedina of the cows already
on hand, and epoaranly-mitking a
few beef coWa, it is thought the
increase readile.can be.met, withbut materially etjaramdiplahercis or
adding equipment.whichon
t not
be needed after the emereee
Grass and hay productioh
s
increased, as major features of the
agriculture/I- conservation program,,
and livestock raising has been exparidettiarsaa natural result of more
feed..14ore eggs and poultry, pork
and lard are needed, and these,
ten are hi
with'recent trends
Os Keoluel4Krerninitailtean Cooper

"MSS or CML SERVANTS
.
ot until recently have I -been
*Ware that the Roosevelt administration has created a very -distinct
aid separate group within the national life which might be called
our -fifth estate.".
I -refer to the -large company of
workers employed in the v4rious
New Deal agencies scattered in
every City and rillage of America.
These people have been formed
into something of an entity because
of several - reasons, chief among

Another Operator
Has Beer Lieensa.
,
-Revoked
--.-• a
Louisville, Nov. 4-(Special'. --The State Alcoholic Beverage Control Board ordered revoked the beer
license-ANL
Hawkins. operator
of the Ritinezvods-also known as
Walnut Lane-located on Highway
68, two miles southwest of Maysville, Ky., is was announced today.
The Kentucky Brewers and Beer
Distributors Committee recommended this action.
The license was charged with the
illegal sale and Posieweee of
Ley.

'I

of
SOëIT Welfare Will hold its 29th
annual meeting October 29 through
Entered at the Post Office, Murray, 1=16a for Transmission 111
Noventber lita in Louisville. All
Second Clam=
meetings will be held at the Kenhaws asmilahshiarimers•
tucky= Hotel.
•
Member
This year's program is unusually
MEXICAN
Pt,..
SSC:11001h
IlLentakky Press Association
interesting.
Thursday
evening.
National Editorial Associatioa
Wayne Coy, Liaison Officer for
elearasa a
•
Emergency
Management,
will
speak on
"Relating Coanmunity
111111111S1 District and' Henry.and
.
,
SlibWriPtifla
FWat Ching
Energies
Defense
to
Needs",
Mr. program.
-Elkeirict taatintidliC-Tasin.;$1.00 a year Keletteekat.•91-50: Elsewhelre.
Coy has been closely associated
Conference membership 13 pen
7,Z1J,12„ Presiriont lituel•••volt
Itiontyoneatriterested In stotel eada' • 'AdverlisirtIAtat" aM laimfttion -lihani-calca-gaixsosis-aosakst--.
th
reino
-C-raVeliagfrolhal
m the ditsii
41.1:-"
of com- liaiun officer, end few people in fare. Executive Secretare
ruponearerifina..
of the
petitive business life and allowen this country understand the social
We reservelthe right to
advertising, letters to the Editor,
to liyee in the atmosphere of set'- problems arising out of this de- Conference, Gardiner F. Cook pre./gie Public Voice items w
in our opinion is not for the best interest
-dices
the
atteirdlinee
Matti.
s-ice and cooperation.
fense program as well as Mr. Coy, history. largest
of our
.
.•
•
.
Taken as a whole I believe these
Friday afternoon" at 2 p. m. the
Programs or further, infotr011ikla
peeple form one of the most im- Honorable T. V. Smith of the UM.
PHONE SS
pressive groups in our country. versity of Chicago • will address about this conference= mar be lecured
from Mr. Cook' whoocattelle. a-'
They are intelligent and pleasant, the conference- on "Levels of Dealert and energetic. Many of fense". Dr. Smith brings to the reached at the University of, Ledo- 1-...
•0 READY FOR EMERGENCY
them are college graduates; and Conhataince years of 'sentence in
most of them can talk IntelligentWelfafe in -Chicago. He
An advertisement was- published recently. by Schthly with you about the social, was Congressmen at large, for 111ispiritual and economic titablemi"has for a number of yeas, fie
Veils how one Of our-largest corporations answers "ready'2
confronting our world. 'Their in- also speaks at the griday evening
By virtue of Judgment No. 1716
to any and all calls, made npon. it.
formation is generally based upon meeting on "The Problems Be- directed to Me, which issued frorn
Hso tik nit eilik
wide reading
.
and
fore
supported
Us."
by
do
the
Clerk's °thee of the Trigg CirNinely days ago the telephone company had no way
controvettible facts.
Saturday morning._ Dr. W. A. cuit Court, in favor -li Hirani
of knowing that the-United States Coast Artillery planned
Frost, state commissioner of wel- Willson, director of the Division uf
to build a barr-age balloon trainingearrip at Paris, Tenn.;
Army Progress
.Not long ago I watched such a fare, weeks on "The Program of Banking. Commonwealth of Kan*,
The War Department reported
that local calls there 'would undergo Ali increase of 14)00
group at- work, and I saw a dis- the State Departilleat of Public tucky, by and through Geo.' I.
the rate. ef delivery of • critical
tinct lope for ow world in their Welfare". Dr. Frost brings to the Brandesn, epeend -dcldlta banking
per days, nor that long .distance /calls-would Incrnase .a
•
'artier:on: and, ammunition to the
.Defense
Leadership. They seemed to have Conference -the vital problems Cull- director of the.Divisioti ..f Banking
hundred percent.
Army' by -.June 1942 will be 360
//`
no aim taxgrind, en resentment -of frvettitte etate-vredge services. and Aug of the Commonwertah
Keitese
frrini the rate. during May. 2940- truitThitiiirnalipWer. and telep6ne*
bitterness
against one class or institutions,
lag,ItY lif.charge of sliqueleting she----- _
lters
_. _The Presdent. spom nig bf ,fad10. when $1,000,000 worthavras
_
delivergroup;
but
closed
they
Bank-patiently
"The
_thentselves are the best judges as to how,-the
',Golden
said
Vve
choice
of
gathered
have
Pond,,
to make ed. The rate. the Department
e conipany
The two institute meetings•shoutel
said.
The increases asked, while not the facts and inogood
natured dis- be of great interest. to every social Gulden Ponce Ky.. against Henry
coped, with an unusual emergency and intfintaint4 a Ser- is this:, Shen we make• ottraitalli increased 40 times by June of this large, are
.dubstantial." commented cussion reached out,ra. •Nsome
sacrifices now. pi educe M._ the year,
W.
Gatlin
and
C.
R.
'Hyatt
soleworker. ' Wednesday
afternoon,
110 times by Septembei. and Deau Cooper, aHowevers•there .is
vice that is-unexcelled in mu other catarrillt-eekilh.
tan.
itmita and deliver our - products-re,
a.. or one of my ciejettiere. wilL•
- ----- October 29, from 2-4 -e'ekick, Men j
-times by October.
every • reason to believe they can
It is fine advertising for a coirporation such as the today and every.day to the bat- .The Arany also announced
_
I
think
Leah
we
'make
Fedor
amielake
of
Washington Unis on Fourth Monday. the '24 day of
be
met,
with
a
favorable
producing
intlefronts
of the entire world?. Or
when we dismiss such peunle, as versity. St. Louis, Mo., will dis- November 1941; between the hours
tflePtitYlle -eoinpany to -68e new paper space to tell its hall
remain satisfied with crease in the rate of. training of year and with the energetic interest dreamers and visionaries.. .0ne cuss "Case 'Work, Aims
m. and 2:0,ceelock
ilk
to
and Meth- of 1:00 o'clo
• custe_e4,tesie hiltit sip
•
.mo,ir maintenance anemia beetalho_state. It is pos- -what 44-is tieing, to- gird*.ett4
'max./MU-a Vatz
aturthielse door In
Often hears the criticism that Deer
liffss Fedor has had years p.
them thetest service under
pui -pdatporairig the day -bef -real ts:eve. bettahen commanders and sible that an unfavorable labor are not practical; that these pro- of experience,as a case
circumstances.
Murray,
'Candy
of Callaway. My,
worker and
saceffire-as did the "Frencin=fm. eomminuratans officers 'by 109 situation may develop, and this grams will not work;
expose
to
public
sale to the highthat human admintstratiun of sogial welfare
. There isn't a privatelr,owned institution in. Murray, til it is tea'late
per cent, and aircraft warning ser- would make careful planning Most
bidder, the following property •
down to the smallest concern on the mat inconsyicuous 'The ,lirst." the President said, vice, men by 900 per cent. The desirable. A statement on the farm nature is selfish ahd nothing can programs. The second institute on est
or so much thereof je may be
hasojtiert -been- -issued beads/tie. About IL ,But I believe Wednesday 'after-name _is-conducted
'side-street, that can't tell a similar story to the public, "is the 'Choice a-Wilton-realism Army' alto reported•
by the department of farm econom- this group of people is more than by tarefessor Arthur Dunham of risesaary- to -meaty the amount
accidents
flying
during
.. aid it would pay then to do so.
* teems a three slatfts a daya the the pest year remained unchanged ics of the- College of Agriculture a bunch of dreamers and I think the University of Michigan. His of the PhiptifFs debt, interest, and
they have learned the values of work in Michigan has given him costs), to-wit:
Mr. Merchant. . Hotel-Man.-Mr- anuf—"•""'r fullest use of :every anal mechine despac'e sternly *created _training gad Home Economics.
minute of every, day and and tactical flung
Said lots are located in Block
and use-of Dew .."It is of special interest to note cooperaton living in such a way an understanding of community orwhat are you, doing to serve Murray ,and Calloway
-every Might; .
sdayine on the and faster ships.
-the Meresses asked In nallin that they will not be willing to ganization equal to that of .any- No. 5,. Normal Schoel Additiesatti...
Jude dating the ernergencYt-the-likt of-winch—we have
and gelling.lhings made, and
aiiie
e
-in
-to'Site-old-life
tansato.a•atre -These .*t_ta anea the-Chrof Moirraynert-are *um
TISDIZOblatir--more T think a deep iraT. afffaleat-aaial-Wiaiiide an opportunity
Addition, of record •
of the types of production adapttam and devotion -to 'principle is for social workers to discuss their in Deed Book No.-47, at page 534
re you hiring more help to give your 'customer; the established machinery of col- The Pres:dent appointed interior able to Kentucky
agriculture. This
iective bargaining ... . The second Secretary Ickes to coordinate in-'
problems
being
created
in
with
in
large
this
the
body
Calloway
Miss
County Cdurt
Fedur
and
seevi
is especially true of milk and poulAre you •btlying More equipment, or adding tk, choice it -the approach of the- blind
reprding
said fuels try, and to a
of, our citizenship that irtll never Profesaor Dunham.
Clerk's office, being tbe. same lots
less
degree
of
your &to of nierchamlise so. that'the'- public.may be bet- ... fur them there is stilt *plenty formation
hogs.
icoal, cuke.: wood. eta-Jo-Ma well
die.
This conference takes an ridded conveyed 'us said Hem y W. Gat- of time' . : ,And their t6mlastones as oil and to make- recorratieride- For several years dairying has been.
ter served.
,
growing in the state, in keeping
Many people scoff at such per- significance since these meetings lin by A. L. anodes and Christine
would
itegend
the
bear
'Too
bons
to
supply
the
Priorities
and
li 'you
you certainly should tell- them-about it
with the program of soil conserva- sons, inwardly believing they can deal 'largely
,with the problem's W. ria Ales, by deed dated DecemAflocations Board as.- to . produe- tion
- through adve
and turning land back to grass be bought at some price. but I arising out of our present defense ber 17 1937, and of record, an Deed a:
g, and.the easiest and cheapest medium In a statement
hared regarding tioe, storage, transpattation, mar- and other soil building crops.
Book No. 53, at page- 346 in said.
think-they are wrong.
you have, for -ivh .you get, is advertising spice in the Civilian Defense,
November keting and other Phases of the n•(tering if aexcessIve profit and Clerk's office and are dineribiA, as
_• • • e •
"I believe farmers can undertake
Ledger & Times.
11.16. the
ent said -Each and lationship otofttels to the defense Luger production. without sacrificAn excellent parallel can be power do not lure all men, if hu- follows: .
program, -The SPAB refused 'priCheeking our.list
advertisers over the week-end evety eitizep as a civilian must ority
eng- the earns in the program of re- found in the American Revolu- man family is nut everlastingly' Beginning 220 feet from the
assistance
conettuction
for
of
do
his
shere
defense : ,We
storing and maintaining fertility. It tion. When the flag of rebellion doomed to the, inefficiencies sur- South East corner, of Lot No. One,
we -were surprised to dis -ver ijuite
number who pub- miot halt thefor
waste and
'
tirineettie a - pmehr.e from East • Texas to aeimpOrtant that the soil building
rounding us at the present time., in Block No. 5, running 151 feelWas raised in the colonies,. the
lished no message to 'their
enters during the month eery use of -critical materials rta
youne. N. J., and.'said• its action Preltram_abie
Continued and it is British statesmen around George and if all men will, not succumb West, then 146' feet North, then • of Oetober., despite the fact tit national advertisers used huired for - *defense. • We Malt l'eonatituted a final disappreaveLa fortunate that the increases in prosomewhere, this army of
new 1.51 feet -East. then 146 feet South
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Beginning 250 feet f
powsehea_ instruments when one
the
treachery.
Lend-Leese Aid
"too busy to advertise-. If you happen to
one of them The President arranged _a $1.000.- Pewee •
o. 4.
.
At the time in Europe positions measures their stature besde some South East corner ef Let
Chapter Gives Report
Block
No. 5, runnieg Ile feet West,
please investigate what Southern -Bell is dot . see just OM(MO loan to Rusaaa under the The 'President. asked Congress
In military and civil lee were se- who would oppose theie. but
Lerel-Least Act. Tile loan car- for $30.000,000 for additional power
how busy that company is putting in new,cables,
cured by payment of money. Brib- Ovid's statement that -heed rocks then Ill feet East, then ItS feet
Large
shipments of
surgical
'
Sout.h
the beginning. I, vied upon
to
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hollowed
facileies
by
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soft water-- rr.ay
the Bonneville power dressings
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interest.
Repaymentlines, and iWTike, and we believe you will decide "hone
arid clothing Iran Callo- ery and dishonesty were rife. The
• find partlyhisIn . materials-witl
start five sy•-•.em because -a critical power way County ire reaching Europe British statesmen felt that any man well descrbe the present action as the property of limey W. Catwhatever time it takes to tell your message throng
ur years---aftar the war „made and is ahurtage in this aria is now imcould be-bought in some way, and more accurately than seme of us lin.
our own soldiers.
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they set out to break the back of think.
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• CALLOWAY'S LIVESTOCK SHOW
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The 'New York Times -and :from will 'emerge as the ontetanding effect of a replevin bond this lat
hundred
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Price
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of
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contribution of the Roosevelt ad- day of November. 1941
teak against ag.
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The importance of Murray as a livestock market is courage' to
asked heating and cooking ranee clothing have also been made, and whicit- 1-gained this information, ministration to the creatien of a
J. I FOX,
will
have been in
that Benedict Arnold. America's
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not
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new
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Sheriff, Callea
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notable betrayer, received a downarea, and the stock Shown at our first livestock show The Navy` authori • construe- prices abrrei- tartober 24 Tenets and - Three thousand mere. yards of right
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Monday is the reason.
ti n of 50 escort ves.sels
r tree* netion. _Inenufseturers not -to in- before the present quota. is com- perfidy and an annual stipend of
$7,000 after that.
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the crease a -pricee abeve
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to our reader-a leseatlae.it will provide tv6tk for nearly it
veseee and a farite number(hundred -Men daring t.he winter Imunths, and liCalinhe it ..f ira-hore
ee"
and port craft. .... .,
indiciites .
- 11Ueruy le moving forward despite war, rumors ttailwErildldlall
•
•or w.ar, and ()tiler afteertkintieg that are affecting so many Iii,, ,Navt. re ported that durin
.
ea. first 10 mee.
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ENERGY TO BURN IN
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concentrated.energy is really'
bottled in

'

It il'a gre
-'it favorite with sateies anc •

get-

,
,alioae energies
. -ata"-exte—

catr-tor -bta

daily. restores your vitality, renews
your energy. Try a bottle daily and
watch.your reiewed spirits. Sunbufst
milk is
PLUS!

collection of to_is
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ARE TO YOU—

•

-6.1:_this
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Not liveryboily in
,alloway county subscribes to,the Ledger
fr 'Times but nearly
everybody reaas it!

,-.

• whose patronage indicatéi your trust
in our ability-,to serve you insurancewise. May
be an
extremely happy line.
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Around Paschal
School
e-tvt,
had enough
At least wrain fur a while. PAMSutis who
had been hauling water fur seinetime- appreciate ti,., 'br

pedal). --)•age God=
the beer
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cilown as
Highway
of Maysed today.
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Weill to Kirksey polls November
fourth and OeMist foe every one
of the county officers for the next
four years. Even voted for Harvey
Dixon for esquite". Theietrys I did
not kiss- a single vote. Had- on my
every day work (7) siothes -and
of ccurse I saw Kirksey High's
teachers, Mr. and Mrs. Jim Walston, Prof. sMeDaniel; Terry and
Rubie and Sam, store folks; Aubry
James, John A. Washer. Postoffice
Mistress and the election officials.
Then I saw 'an OLD man almost
blind and deaf. I'll bet we are in
the same fix-"Crossing the river
on a punkin' vine."
W. P.- Williams' fine icture a

_lir

-awe soov
cme
Youotif,_
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lig feet
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0... BY ARNOLD

AIN,

AIR
THE AIR
PRESSLIRE
ON

Tke Top

No
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OF THE U.S.
14,000,000
FORE IGO-BORN
NHABITANTS,
Vl, 67% CANNOT
SPEAK

•••

ei
T"'lay, American-made bombers can fly at the unbelievable
height'of six miles. Here is the story of the small but allimportant device that helps make stratosphere flying possible.

•-

1. It started OR Pike's Peak in
1915, where -Army Air Corps
„ engineers showed that an airplane
engine could be made to run effieiently 2!.4 miles above sea level!

because a "turbosupercharger"developed by the Army Air Corps
and G•E engineers—pumps extra
oxygen into the carburetors.

•

PPM
a a & %IAIL

2
,
2 years these engineers , 4. Dr. S. A. Moss, GE engineer
have worked constantly to imwho pioneered in this work, now
prove this vital device. As a restilt.
tliitit'of watching
at 60 has
I
U.S. bomber can fly shove the
the 4u$Yercharger .help carry our
reach of anti-aircraft fire.
fliers higher than arty eaters!

REFORESTATION!"

STATE FORESTPIES DISTRIBUTE
MORE THAN
100,000,000
TREES FOR
PLANTIOG
LAST YEAR.

rated yoth pumpkins, black cats,
and witches riding broomsticks.
After the hurry send bustle and Ws. built a large bonfire and popextra work -of- the Community Day ped corn and toasted marshmaland Halloween pii?to we will again lows. The children also brougti
peanuts from home and enjoyed4
give an account of ourselves.
peanut search.
4You all know that there are
We have added a collectiOn. Of
some things that we like to boai
about. One -is our work and the posters and rearranged our Chairs
arid
furniture which .refakes our
other our attendance.
For , the
third month our record wag' TOO room leak quite difforEnt.
Our •rri_t.- ,popul:ar pines now
per cent. Did anyone beat that?
„..,. arid "hide-artFar each of the other three months are "kick the 1/1":
You might think there is little
there was only one child absent. go-seek."
or no connection between
The second and -third grade, are
This makes an average of 99 plus
ballets and telephong service.. for thia term, which we think is doing good Work with the mUltiplication table. Too, the second grade
pretty good.
But the fact is that carelessly
Two weeks ago Friday we were is doing interekting work with
-directed gunshots are respon. -- greatly pleased to have Our moth-z-theiroctillection of poems.
ero and. friends with ea for ear-- U,,istrl time and opportunity again
-sible for hundreds of broken
its,. we, will sqy "adieu
•
Halloween' party. Our invitatians
telephone lines each year.
-The Eighth Genie
were jack-it-lantern-1' cut fm
orange tohared taker paper. Carr
Just one small biriishotot
windows and doors were dramRead the classified ads.
bullet, piercing a telephone
_
a Cable or' breaking anopen
wire can put many telephone
lines.... both local and long
distance-ont.of order and
block the important messages
these lines constantly carry.

THE'REST-74ADMONS OF
THE OLD KENTUCKY

HOME

are ever observed ia the .Service, Comfort
and Conveianee of the

KENTUCKY
HOTEL

1.

Charles C. Hughes, 202 South
Sixth St., Murray,' started Army
Aviation Cadet pr --bombardier
training Oct. 30 at Maxwell Field.
Ala.. Fifth Corps Area Headquarters. Columbus, O.. announced toddy.
The Murray cadet will trairt five
weeks at Maxwell Field, then transfer to an assigned bombardier
school for 35 weeks. Upon graduatisn from the course, he will- be
commissioned a second lieutenant in
the Army ,Air Forces reserve and
go on active day as squadron bons=
burner-- —
Hughes, brother of Nat Ryan
Hughes, Murray attorney, w a
graduated from Murray High School-mod attended Murray State Mac-bees
College for three years, where he
'majored in biology and was president of•tbe %senior class. Before enlisting fidi• the bombardier murk
he,was police officer for the TVA
at GilbeetsvWe.

Your Texaco-Dealer.
41poreatarsarowmramramarnmarmaa.m.-..m..a.......a.........

TIMBER

WILL BUY IN LARGE OR SMALL BOUNDARIES
Will Also Buy Short Logs Cut 29 Inches Long.
111611EsT CASH PRICE PAID FOR QUICK .RELIVERT

For

•-

B. C. KILGORE COMPANY
ParKleim
dliwneararr

T•-•

BARNE▪ Y WEEKS

V

Says:

"Tastes in smoking differ, I know, but
they tell me Marvels are the biggestselling cigarettes

in their class. That
means asissefullot of folks like Marvels'
quality, and I'm one of them, believe
me."

•

- -

,
•••

•

^

11/11RNEY WEEKS, Theatre Operator
Murray, Kentucky

(
"OWING

Marvels.Ask yourselfifyou eversmoked
a better eigitrette.at any price. Marvels are
, mild, really mild. Marvels are smooth. But
with all-their mildness and smoothness, they
have a rich,-round, satisfying taste that
reaches deep down to let you know you're
smoking ... and make you glad you are/
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Reasonable Rates
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, *rite A'ORNER ikfILAM, Manager
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Prices. and Specifications, Call or Writs _

Newest and Up-to-Date in All
APPointmentS anl Mole
-

RBI TELEGRAPH COMPARY

Y.(

WANTED...

WHITE OAK — RED OAK — SWEET GUM
Suitable for Staves and Headings

Louisville's

a.111•111441.
SOOTHER ft Batittnint

•

PA

-4

ort_attkog_alisittimits

•

'
•

folks depend on these fines to

Cenerar&elai-NSITiveilliititeliat
es citizen is -to be a good soldier. Gonna threfrie
emsarty, Schenectady, N.

mnirim

ilitAU

1

to some telephone uset:
If you have occasipn to use
firearms, won't youplease bei careful not to shoot in the'
-direction of telephone lines? •
Remember- thousands of.

3. FOC

•

TIRES, TUBES & BATTERIES

LANRON SCHOOL NEWS

And no matter how quickly
-the damage is repaired, the
service *interruption may
cause serious inconvenience

_

GENERAL

Telephone
Service

2. This amazing feat was possible

t.

GROWING
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,
Linnets

-
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ENGLISH -
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bardier Training

F▪ OUR
POUNDS PER
INC)O- LESS THAN
A THIRD THAT OF
SEA LEVEL.

•

DiStribUtOr8
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A
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••••

Bombers Must Biraijie

drunk!
There are 3,000.000 Jews in New
York.* What few Jews are now
in Palestine II dm told) are anxious to leave- and come to America. Say, "senational preacher-man,
radio broadcaster. are you listetsing?
Ben Dixon. Tom Grant Alayander Cristich, John Morgan, Bob
Gupton and "Ole Eagiro from out
Stella way are now -Octogenarians 4nd Jim Cochran and -Ed Magness "ain't" no spring chickens, by
a Ions shot.-'Ole Eagle".

of WM

.. .

4411t
,

&leer the truck drivers are liking this cold weather as they are
busily engaged holding coal and
wood.
-•
• .
Mr
Grutate-aaEeepM
the position formerly occupied by., Mr. Pullen in the Buchanan High
School as a member of the facule
ty.
Mrs. Pauline Gibson spent" the
past week ,with Mr. and Mrs. Ben
Grubbs and daughter.
Mrs. Rupert Sanders and Mrs.
Herbert Alton and son spent Wednesday afternoon with Mrs. M. W.
Wheetly, Miss Bede Darnell and
Miss Jane Dardek Mrs. Wheatly
as very ill at thatotimeopaj.la.,

MURRAY.STATE'S FLAG TWIRLERS I

at :-say. ilm-1011111spirr:SElrelliti7

IT OF FLAMING.
MOSS, SOAK.() IN
1401' FAT, sOAS USED
80Y
By THE cevemam,
vVe40 CARRIED CO
AROUND WIN Him
WE LIVE BY 77IE GRACE Or
..A PORE Rt./AJMER
FUNDAMENTAL SOLACE OF
Oi 7144. MODERN LAMP!
ENERGY FOR PLANTS ANC) ALL LIVING
TtIDM..SCIENTI- -MING& I IT 15RiNCr5 TO FRUITION
FIC 1.-iGHTINCr
EvERY -FORM OF LIFE, INCLUDING.14AS BECOME
MAN AND HI5:F000/7
ESSENTAN
IAL OF EVERY
Nom .
AND, es HI LE MODERN LiCatTisiG• CON'
RVE5 MANS EYESIONT; ITS RATNER
DesiEl..oPmeNr, THE ULTRA -VIOLET
LAMP CONTRIBUTES
.
41 0
‘,/•••• 111:.
TO HI5 HEALTH
n
I/

We are having some cool, wintOtolike weather at present and we
are able' to. report a little snow
sleet- which fell -Friday and
Saturday.
Getting up a supply of firewood is the urgent peed at present.
Mr. and Mrs. •Alvie Towery were
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Lacie
Towery, Sunday.
Mrs. Police Fennel and daughters, Robbie and Hazel, and Mr.
and Mrs. Eart Brandon were -re=
cent guests of Mr. add Mrs. Ben
r.
esaS.
n Mardis lost a fine,
ChH
iledr
rrn
-k
wo
mule recently.

re

lon9o8M)./.
the
t No.
o. 4,

Buchanan Route 1

Cletus Douglas and two children
per & Times-our new editor, and of
Mr. and Mn. John. Richard Hen.'
Paducah spent this week with
also the picturo of my good kiend Mr.
_and daughter were Thursday
an,, Mrs. Hayden Bogard an
Raleigh.
: Meloatt...
sure Mr. family.
afternoon callers of Mr. and Mrs.
.rWilliams will make us air exceedM
Lorena Dunn was the M. W. Wheatly.
•
ingly _efficient editor. Hope that he
guest of her grand parents, Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Carlisle
will retain "Ole Eagle" as a rural
and Mrs. Bill Duncan, last*week- and sons of Detroit came in Sat"Cur". say Misogditetro_slid .s•
urday afternoon and returned Sunthat my mother,- before her
Mr. and Mrs..Wylie Fennel and day mornling, accompanied by his
Romantic interlude! Don Morse (Robert Preston) takes time out ma
e to Van Cochran, was Miss
Mr.
and
Cleve
Mrs.
Parish
are
mother, Mrs. Robert Carlisle and
from his every day thrills of parachute jumping to romance a little with Mary
5, a very beautiful having
a new dwelling built on children.
Kit, the Stoglanta daughter (Nancy Kelly), in a scene from RKO Radio's brunette? N
I'm not going to their farm.
Mr. and Mrs. Ben scs.whba.'ilatt
sensational service drama, "Parachute'Battalion', coming to the Varsity_ ettibarrasa
ing to "dig
Mr. and 'Mrs. slosepto$Kitlt-- &tighter- - ase-.-re
Theatre next
Sunday dinner
up kin".
Highland Park, Mich., have - just guests of her father, the Rev. JSoll.
Away back, many years
returned after a f,ew days'. visit' Thurman and Mrs. Thurman of
Otho Williams was editor of the
ati their parents, Mr. 'and Mrs. Murray. o„
.
4
Murray paper, then located on west Ohi
Clark and Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs.•'Glenn Wisehart
side. of wart square. Welltsir, an Clemrrue ,
rts.
spent Saturday night and SundayavSTill fire broke out and burned , Mr .and
C. W. Adams of
every building to ashes. Then later near Benton visltsd, last Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. Vernerd Vaughn and family.
on another disaster, of the same with Mrs. Milburn
and and
Mr. and Mrs. Rupert Sanders •
magnituste. Otho was /Greed to go family
and daughter were Sunday aftert•
to _Paris or Memphis, 'Fenn., and
Mr. and Mrs. Clark Floss andaoR noon visitant of Mr. • end' .1108.74.-wark for a newspaper as a hired of Detroit, Mich., spent the week
rid Hutson and family_ hand,".,t that- time insuranee was visiting the former's parents,
Pals
d Mrs. David Lfgehinth
not allowed and, Murray did not 'and Mrs. Murray Ross.
and
son
t
Saturday
'kith
night
have waterworks and fire engine
Mr. and Mrs. Daavard McKeri- Mr. and Mrs.
A. Vaughn.
facilities.
ney and family of Almo were SatMr. and Mrs.
trum • Willis
That "Man". John L. Lewis of urday night and Sunday
guests of were Sunday visitors
mothCIO, has called entirely too many Mr. and Mrs. Invert Duncan:
-- Mn, Afini - WhIrl,_
riiikes. I reckon he is rich at
Mr. "mid Mrs. Wayne Jones of
Mrs.
Arah
Bucy
is siek
the poor man's expense. If he was Dexter were the • guests
of
ceild.-"Brawnie"
eforred mel.t-rjae Lew% .the and Mrs. Marvin Houston, Sunday..
prize fighter lit the._pug/lidos/ex.
Mrs.ooEula-Mardis
he'd get knocked out for once. Murray Saturday.-Blueshopped in.
Eyes.
Then we would all thay amen. and
CHEW BlErSHOT TWIST ‘\
thit down.
A man drove up to _oar house
Distributed By
Knox County-farmers have called
Saturday night with only one light
in his auto. He asked: "What road for 18.000 pounds .of vetch, far in MURRAY WHOLESALE GROCERY
is that?" He was told it was the excess of the immediately availMurray-Mayfield road. "Er, ah, able supply.
#st
es
...
4uri
Draix
tm?

We wish to thank our neighbors
and friends for 'the many kind
courtesies shown us through the
illness and death of our- husband
and father, R. Bruce Holland.
May God's richest blessings rest
aped an of Yoh-

cop-.e .,.r
05 • C -A• ..11

Hieb• News-

Stilla Gossip

kiss*
of _T

rom the
No. One,
151 feetth. then
et South
in

Our school will be dismiseed
next Thursda'y and Friday for the
Thanksgiving holidays. The anFiddler's Contest will,,be held
at
Grove. Thursday. Novemb 4231,sat 7:30 p. m. in the
high school aliditorium. The admission will be :10---siqd 15 cents.
Everyone is invited to -come and
enjoy an evening of nousiee- entertainment.,
County health officials visited
our school the past week and gave
tuberculosis tests to the students.
1A4e.„.the student body and faculty
members, wish to express our
thanks to Mrs. Nelle Armstrong
.1tteolovely _flontersootrisichashe
has contributed to our School. test
Monday morning we again welcomed a host of beautiful dahlias
and other flowers, which she presented to our school.

V

of record
page 534
Caul
;ante lot;
W. GatChristine
I Decalsin Deed
i in said
:Med,as
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•

Lynn,Grove High
School News.

Gonquestof0aigegess:

in Block
dition ti

sballf

a future letter.
r sympathy goes out to "Aunt
Ada"
es who lost the sight
of her eye
week.
Mr. and Airs.
odore-slories
and children, Lorretta • nd Lavenia Aiai were in the h
of
"Ainit
,444vie"---Jones Tuesday
klet
_Doyce Morris did some farm
work for Mrs. Terry Srnotherman
last week.

-Jones is having
dwelkiag house
her
repainted.
of
Crorssland
Dunn
IS doing
Asher
the painting.
Mr. and Mrs. Curlie Holly of
Mrs. Vester Paschall is quite im- Murray were in the home of Mr.
and
Mrs. Ben Byars Monday.
being
ill
recently with
proved after
Ancil Wicker of the Jones Mill
a sore throat.
community is employee in a groOdie Morris recently completed eery at Jaekson,
Thin. istruct.on" ofs.a new chicken
- Hugh Walton FOster Is working
or Mrs. Morris.
.
Fat Paris.
nphreys and son. Doyle,
Fri
Buford Stone is employed at
Key, Ibuisy and Dencil
and
Murray.
•Peaelnall, filisha and guell Orr,- all. M.r1.
-11:kr trit
'from this vicinity', are employed at her father in '11-WOriiing with
a store at Paris.
Paris.
Mr. and Mrs- Auhry Junes have
fdras-0-4.- Paschall and Miss been busily
engaged in stripping
bora Nance wore visitors in the tobacco.
home of Mrs. Ben Byars and Inez, Charlie Moore
arid Melvin MorTuesday afternisuns Miss. Nance. ton. of Taylor
Store community,
The Lynn Grove Wildcats were
had -sonic sewing 'done while, in each lost a fine
mule last week: defeated by the Aline Warriors
,the Byars home. Mr, and Mrs. Cecil Paschall and last Friday evening by a score of
Norton Foster and Ben Byars son, James Rex,
Mrs. and Mrs,. 32-25. .
hoSts. played- a good
have beer, on tile sick list for the George
Pitman and
daughter, game and even though they were
past fees. days.
Georgia Ann. were dinner guests defeated the boys reported an enMr. and Mrs.o0it Paschall and of Mr,. and Mra. 0_ 'I' .Bacrhall
joyable evening. --szn-,---"Wattncr,-'were-in
Sunday.
•.
.
The Wildcats will meet the
a Monday s.iternoon.
Mr. andaMrs. b. 'T. Paschall and
Mr. and Mrs: Collins Key and Inez Byars were among those who: Faxon team on the Faxon fluor
daughtsr. Joan, returned to their attended the ,BT.0 at Oak Grove Friday evening, November 14.
On Noyember 25, our team will
home in Detroit Sunday after Sunday night. play Wingo on. the Lynn Grove
spending a few days with relatives
Little Miss Martha Nell Morris fluor for our first home game. _
in this co mmunity.
stsited
her Grandmother
and
On Friday evening, November
Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Key- were Grandfather Byars Sunday night.
28, the Lynn Grove team will
N isitors vith relatiyes in Tennessee
Mr. and Mrs. Lekis7Cosby were meet the Kirksey Eagles on our
Wednesday. .
among those attending church ser- home floor. The boys are look• Cltioi.:Sherjahr prwi s‘ku and'
ing fOrWarel to thole games and
ber.t Underyla_ed As EatheriIyvd
Glad to report that Rupest Orr the student body in behind the
'Huinphreys' corn --erop while Mr. was "hie to attend church at Oak team one
hundred per cent.
HurnphrOys-is working at Paris.
Grove, Saturday afternooa.'
Mr. E. H. Smith, of the extension
"Olive '0y1", I'm like Mr. sand
When you want to know the time department at Murray State. ColMrs. Beach, I've been missing your of day just call little Miss Faye lege, was
as visitor in our schliA
int letters. And
oso
1,-F-oster end-you will -get the correct last -week.
you _did wonder about these while lime with her new watch.
Below is the basketball schedjap
stakes. too. I would like
"Aunt Bettie" Wicker, were you ule for the Lynn Grove Wildest,
--___Ist. ..le what. they Jacia_iot„ butaill Suadayt We missed-you at-the &Iraq- the school - year 1.41-42:
jerh.Ijs I wall see the answer in T church services.-Golden Lock.
Nov. IC Faxon, there_
Nov. 25, Wino), here,,,Nov. 28, Kirksey. here..
Dec. 5. Hazel, there. '
December IZ-1FariningtOtt; titter.
Dec. 16, N. Concord, here....
Jan.aporiesiton. here.
t'ss
kn.l3.TBcds1l therm-- --- Marion,.
Jan.
17.
here.
ROtst A F-ORE5T FIRE, FATHERED
Jan. 23, N. Coward. theles
1-1414Tra4ttreo, ONE_OF. THE_BRAVER
PRIMITIVES, VENTURED TO
Jan. 30. Sharpe, here.
February 3, Kirkasy, there.
C.ARse SOME GLOWING.
February 7, Marion, there.
EMBERS To Hl% CAVE
February 10, Almo. here.
February 13, Sedalia, 'here.
TliUS ACOLARr' •7116
Fehr-x.11:y .14, Elkton, here.
FIRST FLAMEml.AMP#
•

with the
tit

LE
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THE LEDGER & °TIMES, MURRAY, KENTUCKY

(Victor Set M-830. 4 sides).
'Lily Pons makes an interesting
M
debut-amo.-Columbia records with
foii-F-arias'from
nizettia opera.
egiment",
whose -revival last year at the
Metropolitan featured Miss Pons
In the title rule and proved to be
one of the artistic highlights of
BY P.i.„11k" INGLIS
that Maser'. The music is tune. When your yeviine
- ier w
an in mood and beers no trace,of the ful. --light-hearted and provides
-an
• undergraduate in the
effective vehicle fa,__Miss_
of
flaw
ess, colorature technique an
1920's it was considereeVamart to that is Characteristic of
his last
a. of-tom-- The eeeording has
- • -sneer at- Gustav Maile's works as
long-winded. dulk derivative and works. particularIy his last sym- been excellently .contrived. 'tag ac.entirely elevoids‘f formal concise- phony and the haunting concluding companying orchestra is that of
ness. ma
Thle/Indest remarks we page. of "as' Lied von der Erde". the Metropolitan Opera with Pietro
• could
corieernjpg•-this man Here instead- is pastoral music
,
- Clan^ conducting. The album is
.caent of Wagner. -peasant- an atalictive one and contains a
were coefieted &rattail the idea 'of reminis
dances
full-color...1)014ra)) of Miss Pons- as
of
his'
native Roimmia.
Mahler's being born at The wrong
7
• ne. He was overshadowed by grotesque mock funeret march -tin Wellimeprogram notes- on the epees
agnert who wasn't in the 1880'sn, which Mahler uses "Frere Jacques" especially written by this great
•-‘ unduly influenced by Bruckner. in minor), and a rather bombastic artist (Columbia Set X-206. 4
sides).
aneeirised with the worm of ar- finale which shows clearly his
raerfection-•-amiL imderstanØ- deb
its -INCA
Taos
y o Richard Strauss. There price of- epe" series war
abl
nerve-wracking frame of
the,-remind-C worm that gnawed con- is much genuine beauty here de- leaSe---of two fine vocal records.
. -pliantly at Mahler's intellectual spite the barren spots. -"Irpical - of. John Charles -Thomas 'offers a
An ernctional intellectual!' Mahler's style, this fine recording comic Gilbert and Sullivan pItt
earring la ewaltAlike bat
No wonder • he had a hard time should be heard by all musk-lovers
easy stomata Iron the !Addle of
interested -1W making the acquaintconvincing 'concert-goers!
I whirled Gap to the peak of
ance of this tragically forgotten
Pulactrio Mountain. which everColtimbia has jest issued the
the faateue_ par. lA the
late RoMaIllagist -sColearebiera Set.
_ v
two-cane stretch of the Skitaid
2. SYmehone"4Adahlee-a 14-489.
-"."4"....""=1.....=
sidei.
12
belated first recording of
Enesco's
"Rumanian ' Rhap"this impressive work. .Long-windrain wonderland of Kentucky.
.
ed-yes. Loese in form-yes. But sodies" have had many perform
istinia. and Tenn....se. The
dull and tedious-No! Dimitri ances and they- are reservedly pop.
t"
.
"'" s""
.
"'
•".
""*"" ""'`'' (This is one of a series of articles sponsored by the Kentucky Press Assoease
ular.
la
the
Both
Southeast.
are
now available in
Lookou
Mitropoulas and the Minneapolis
.-A...,-.1 b
Aulantaan la angst. 'Rewash -elation- which- in 1941 would-tell Kentuckians of
one Ittressm -Nose vre\
Kentucky 'ea Kentucky
eriv..roirturrrr tav na4e T
galore' ea • clear do), nd the
'las4rm- ter. Eugene Orrriandy and
ing recording of this week,
boas. hill mono, kentuckY should tell the world in 1942—Sesqui-Centennial Year.)
the
and
is a greet panorama as
, ing us to formulate • out own Philadelphia Orchestra do a handII was viewed in the 5•3• at
AS ItENTUCKIANS prepare to celebrate the
opinions about- Mahler al jo,syrn- some ice) witto.the first iss they
Basks
"nag
aesqui-centennial of the state's admission
phonies This music'etutumnal did a fewyears ago on two _ten•
inch ratords). although a _1,ew
to the Union in 1942, Cumberland Gap is
one historic shrine of preeminent importance.
-baear
-sade and 'some of the
-It was through this historic gateway, on the last
tempos seem , a trifle fast. The
western range of the Appalachians, that the huntCHEW BIG'SHOT TWIST tercend Rhapsody in D Major is
er' and founders of Kentucky pawed in the
itoer_ known to rxinceet
_con‘
goers age
BY__jih
quest of "The Dark and Bloody Groeind." The
Arst recordang of it
------413441b114"
Wilderne
ss
Trail, entering the Kentucky land atKindler and the ?rational-r
XCERRYWHOLESALE GROCERY p
ma
-h9ay orchestra riaiy boitiantt
the pass and following the general route of the
„
.
•_ _
"
age-old Warriors Path of the Indians, became the
and the composition emerges with
life-tine which fed the young commonwealth from
glowing warmth. Rateiramended,
John Charles Thomas
1775 to 1825.
..M•1•111M.rem- rmor AIM. rm.- rmiliparrWor ruinsong from "KM,,S, Poaefeeelovelled
Cugeberland Gap, framed by the portals of Pin"When-L_Was..a.-Lad"
de Mountain and Three States Peak, Witnessed
O'Hara's -Popular armistice. ballad.
the most amazing migration in the annals of
"There Is no Death". As
- American history, and most of present-day Ken-"Mi. Thomas' diction is perfect. and
tuckians, at well as many residents of the states of
Charles O'Connell and the Victor
the Northwest, cherish with pride the memory of
Symphdny Orchestra provide ,a
their heroic ancestor, who followed Daniel Boone
sympathetic accompaniment.
WHEREVER
and the other pioneers through the old gateway
GO 37341( be 'Seeing the new
_
and along the dangerous trail in the dark wilderThe other record brings us BenFall fashions. But many f'them' will not be'new
ness
before the valleys 'of the Blue Grass were
:ammo Gigi singing7Verdia -Cea
reached.
. . many will be-proof:1)f the Careful. work ,of Sule*.te Aida" in glorious voice: the
reverie • side' contaiping ..another
Nationally known for its influence upon the
perior Cleaners. Gatirtsr up sui fine eilk_dresses,
fine
course of American history, Cumberland Gap and
recitative and aria from
pleated - skirts, and, sheer_blouses. Trust them to
the surrounding scenic region is now scheduled for
'Aida-"0 Petrie Mla", sung by
-Rae --13ampeort in an intensely
development as a National Historical Park, through
u•rrio 5
methods! Different
_the .coopeeatiera.pLaLeatue_ka„ Teatiosseevs=rnizaang:tperforina
i.ka-nhlg rerun
tins govern every 1311V-efTait—nmen
ginli. -Prominent in pioneer history, a
-n
fiace Mile
er selection
ic
point in the Civil War straggle, and the focal cenfor this generous introduction to
—in solution, time, heat, etc. This extra care preter of a spectacular,industrial development in 1890,
its wealth of recorded .vocal coma
-serves colors; actually improves fabrics. It is style
the pass has been the-stetfe of tremendous episodes
positions. •
insurance for y•Zin!
typical of the growth of the nation.
A PRIZE COalTEST
The pageantry of historical incidents at CumberThe same care-is given to men's suits, topcbeits'and
• RCA-Victor announces a .great
land Gap, the long blue wall of the Cumberlands
contest
cut
peen
in twain at the Gap, the tumbling streams and
to all beginning Nohome furnishings. it's these little "extra services"
vember 9ta and closing at midinteresting caverns, the sharS gOrge through Pin.
that make &big -.difference! •
night NOvember 29th. Simply
Mountain at the 'Narrows where the Cumberland
. 74.
Complete this sentence on 50 words
River breaks out of its mountain imprisonment;
• •
•
or tele): "I like. the Victor Recurd
the famous Cumberland Ford over which the early"
pilgrims crossed, and the sylvan-locked
Catalogue because . .
•
". • Over
Dresses'
-Owe
Suits
Sweaters
Rees to Clewormratit Bath Tab, with RS reran, Sari Irt*Yarhat Cove in Pine' Mountain State Park where Laurel_
500 prizes will be awarded laming
thong.the Over beams of electric tight, In famous
Casa
'•
Swede Jackets:
ands
of Kentuckians come each year to exalt the
arcen
Suede Gloves
a hest,prize of a $450,epaiBlankets
wake eaterie is &Oro and entrees-ins path. through the hate
magnific
ent
floral
lanetion
.radea-p
beauty- of the mountains,
b000greph asid.82011
bawl MI PIMA* Masataka M. thathwelaamt hiap.
BetIA•reakas- a Drapes
Rugs
Curtains
ol reecrdattOWn -to sin& !Carnal Set UM Wm/AMA await of J. T. Trowbridge Is Inn]. Hite to Make this, region one s( 141111sekt most
"ComMisli Oltine. lb ragatip• try
we. we the meet romantic spots.
47
=
1 award& • Address RCA Vic'
PaerwAllas end balutitst ....•••• eased anyarbars in tioe
The tide of humanity which ones flogead through
tor Contest. Box It. New York
Mi arse wrourart
swidlaw, Owillog the Carl wee. awe sad
dame as beet
U...,,'y Ohne. aoR aorta& of roan foe- the area is turning again to this shrine sig conquest,
City. Go to it, _music lovers -and
nations-wink thecae weans Mona it. countless *tellers sada to enjoy its beauty
accept' my best wishes for your
and to visualize Again the
161•f.
glories of the past.
success in this worth-white contest!
-
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Historic Cumberland Gap
.
First Shrine of Kentudcy'

....

• ht-Metnoriiim

13,

1941

As we.go along the ,
1 1 liwaY
Of Wes.journey mile 12.v.
_
"We have many ei• ious mem.
ones,
Left of days when when- yeti eretie
here,
And we treasure them more dearly
Every day throughout th-e year,
"When our trials are all- over,
And our work on earth-is- through,
We shall be with you in heaven
Where there'll be. no sad adieu,
yonr
-Mrs. Susie Iiiitchen. Robinson

In memory of Lucy E. Hutchens
Smith who passed away two years
ago November. 20.
"Dearest Sister, since you left us,
All .the days seem very long.
Yet we try to hide our -'t aches
With a smile or with a 4si,-.•
_
'Nb one knows how much we miss
your presence, 'Miss

VARSITY
Varsity prices will -be reduced a, follow:0 for
week days, excepting Saturstay, Sundlir, and
ItaQ
blish
WEed-r1
priee
184LSEATS
19c
2c
Defense tax
2c --

State tax

TOTAL
23c
The Balcony will,be -closed on those days-(Monday'through Friday,, excepting. nights,
Saturday, Sunday, and Holidays). The 'SaleQny v_AiLopen each night from Monday - —
through Friday at 5 P. M. .
TODAY and AWAY

GEORGE BERNARD SHAW 5

MAJOR BARBARA
WENDY HILLER
REXMAR
ER;aNEWTONkoBERY MORLE Y
SO
BN
.,0_ )RRIO

4

LAUNDRY
AND DRY CLEANERS
PHONE 44
-•M• •••••- rdWir .•••••-mor-

.rm,r rwm

rmmr

Harchn Swam and' Monty visited Mr. 'LAM,' brother. Rowdy
Elkins. in Dearborn. Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs Frank Rainey visited in the hurtle of Bailey Robbins
4 -Wednesday night.
Mr_rincl• Mrs. Hesker Willoughby
were guest. of Mr. and Mrs. Ruben
Bell one night last week.
'
jam*.
. and L.
wee of ?dr.
and Mrs. Taft Higgins, won two
nice turkeys for getting so many
new subscribers to their . Detroit
Times paper route.
, Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Fletcher.
Mrs. Did 'ffance.r and • lati's
Orr were over to see Mr. .and
C. Tarkington -Sunday-- •
and Mrs. Doy Fletcher. and
son.
Mr. .and Mrs. Harold
Moffitt an
Horace Jolly drove
--over
=lay.
Mrs. Rube Isprinsw and
t o
itcliz
ier
n,

Part for part—feature for feature

A(Pak*Car
pifying the
19
uetiat's

7M:iv/Owe

0

qualit

s the

Triple Ve

i

, Down-draft carbur et 0 r—•tt

important factor-'
in
',amazing economy.
The seperiorA
of (his desi
has been pro
over •Period ef
many.years.

Satkeday.
end-Mrs: -were the- guest. a RiV. :and aim
A. Is Roth at the eighth animal
, Banquet Acquaintance Class_ of.

-;
,
GENERAL MOTORS MASTERPIECE
•

PONTIAC has long enjoyed
qualityand-the 1942

tation for

litre

States,
it you would
it"ur
enclose a F.tampefl. •_selLaddrespird
envelope with your.-titterita. Comment* and eriertams of "ON THE
RECORDS' -'are always welcome.
What- are your tastes and likes and
Interests! „
•
- Because•cf _production "and -dietributiOn diffifaaties at IIIXA-Vietor, Columbia and Meek reidevis
. of dance recras will be discOn- tinueci temporarily in this column
-for a• steal time only, let us
hope.

to this

• reputation in every way. Euery-nut and
every pin and fealure givetevidence oftit
,

deign, workmanship and materials. ilt is
quality likethis that assures you greeter value,
- greater dependability and longer life.

FINE VAR WITH THE LOW PRIct,

_Beware Coughs.'
from common colds
That'Hang On

Creomulsion relieves promptly because it goes right to the mat of the
trouble to help loosen and expel
' germ laden phlegm, and aid nature
to soothe and heal raw, tender, Inflamed bronahial mucous membranos,Tpll your druggist to kit you
a bottle of Creomulsion with the understanding 4a-A musthke the way icratetry.sner. the co-Turb or you are
to have your-money back.

PONTIAC'S .100-producing anti-aircraft caution for the
ed States Navy and building
the fine car with the low price for the Ameriese people.

F

7PRYOR MOTOR'
AN
Y
A.COM
206 EA$T 21A1N
"
PHONE
21
NUR
Y,

KENTUCKY

TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAirTHE FIRST DRAMA 00 UNCLE
SAM'S NEW JUMP-FIGHTERS!

.•
,444

•
1 r

fillIf
111111/101 •i;. •

It's a top-seller
al over tile South.

V

GET YOUR CAR READY FOR

wiNTER DENNING

PRESTON •Nancy KELLY
tai`••ed O'BRIEN • Harry CAREY

NEXT THURSDAY AND FRIDAY
ALICE FAYE • JOHN PAN
CARMEN MIRANDA • CESAR POSIERO

Now
cold weath-ia-close you
•
will want t
ppssible'service
from your car. By
ng the motto;

64/ f(ati
a/f4
461 Class 11000 • Imp luau 4boldn [leotard
loud liday• Mins Pi• Vann•MyIOW

checked now, and wo
ra replaced, you will save yoursel
trouble later on.

A NSA CenhAr

lie

- Our shop is modernly equipped • • •
and our mechanics are tho'ro
ughly
.'
;trained to give service perfection I

Yttler•

CAPITOL

18es

SATURDAY AND SUNDAY"

BILL ELLIOTT

5t

IWINDS ACROSS
ROCirar

•

TOKE,S-SMITH

with
OUP

MARY

R
_DAILY • TAYLO
try fintil Fronk '
.Scre•A play lotabirtHi
llye i

MOTOR COMPANY

-1 Directed by
Hickok Aeiristesa
A Wild Sill.•,••••
••rttill
-.

•
.•

s

• .
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detM, Robert
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Hilarious amnion of the "lady Eve" Stars,

r

RC EOM U LSIO

-7--

SUNDAY AM MONDAY

Need a Laxative?
Take good old

•

-

LANE.• HARDY
Ging
ac t*.

tor Coughs;ChatCokh,gronaitis

. . •

•^

OLIVER

STAiriiYC
ar K • FONDA
Wesley Ruggles'

•
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SATURDAY ON

--Immanuel Baptist church held in
the Wester "Y" Tuesday night,
November 4. The purpose for the
occasion was that more young
married Christian- emotes ---woid
get, to know one another better"'
and that the new ones could become ore acquainted. Fifty-three
were present arid a lovely
turkey dinner was served after
which a number of addresses were
given and music enjoyed, by all.
B. J. Fletcher attended' a birthlay party given by Mrs.,John Collings for her "laughter, Rattitia
Collings. Thursday night..
For the infOrmation of the sweet
potato grewers: Sweet potatoes
here are seling at retail for 5c
per pOund:- No. 1 esigs, 58c per
dozens sorghum
lasses. 11.10
per gallon-treason why we can't
save any more of that dirty filthy
"Lucre". Ole Eagle, save me a
h y of tuitterrmillt1=E. P

eln
a sht
N. I
1 _._ Garde
- - Mil;
Secur
,

Cap
nith
were
Mrs'
and I
vilie,
.the Ii
Sltdd
tamed

-at

News

This
lam a
hot*
Mrs.
Hart

lirrust

modern .eleinin-e

PURELY PERSONAL

Thl

_P_LEASE NOTE

-you
-YOU

Many readers have asked my
opinions- on records not reviewed
in this column. on -bulling a wellI)etroit
rounded record library.. on' records
for children, on- various makes of,
Mr. and Mrs. -Enloe Tarkington
phonographs, needles, pick-ups. and
Mr. and Mrs. L. C. Talking-.
etc. Ybur reviewer welcomes these ten haVe
rr.oy
.cd to 730 Clark to
/
1
4---sequests-and promises to answer share
an apartment together. Miss
each letter as soon as possible. It Opal
Or,
wko
was living' with the
is a healthy sign and shows a great L.
growth of interest- in recOftled WithC. Tarkingtans.. has, moved in
Mr. and -Mrs. Lawrence
i music iii this section of the United
Fletcher,

Ga

, •
--•=71

20
10th
Flap

-

, -•
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yoU were

evest

te.dearly
re year.
over.
through,- heaven
adieu.
Robinson

_ 'LOCAL NOTES
Garde,. Club Meets
.Thirsaay Afternoon

HAVE YOU FORGOTTEN?

Osbron-Ezell
Marriage Is
Solemnized

•

Social Calendar

•

TELEPHONE 247

Mrs. Scott Is Club
Hostess

Over 43,000 surgical dressings
Thursday, November 13
and about 3,000 garments have
Mrs. G. B. Scott had guests at
• The Garden Club held the reguThe Murray Woman's Club Is her home Friday for a bridge
been made by, some of the wolar meeting at the Woman's Club
Announcement has been received having a Kentucky program at the luncheon ineluding members of
afternoon with
men of Calloway County. These
hoe& Thursday
Baker, Mrs George
women have faced the faitt,that of the marriage-. of Miss Verlene club house at 7:30 o'clock. Each the Friday bridge club and 'Mrs.
Mrs.
Wells Overby, Mrs. war is near and the.first o Dora- Osbron, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. club member is expected to bring
_Hassel and ,Mrs. Rd B. ef4ren.
Hart, .
tter inisband or a guest.
and -Mrs. E: C. Mathis tunity of serving our cotinEry is E. J.- esteem of -,fur', andJ7R T
At the, conclusiem of the itatne
Eachl son of Mr. find Mrs. Hansel
oz.- lay -our.-local- tied
•
areleriFeare-Refeederettrtet
lili;lies•bei- r7
- Dtuguid, Jr. awardelt
cross chapter.
for high score and
Mrs. A. 0. Woods presided over
solemnized Monday evening,
was
The
Monday
Afternoon
Bridge
among
them,
Have
YOU
been
Mrs. C. L. Sharborough second
a short business session and Mrs.
or are you content to let some- November third, in -Napoleon, 0. Club will meet with Mrs. Carlisle high.
H. B. Bailey Sr. presented the
The bride was beautifully attired Cutchin.
Garden Caleeder fur November. one else do your part in your
Covers - were lam fear twelve.
in bine velvet with black---ncThe Book Group -of the AATTIV
• •• • •
Mrs. B. F. Berry discussed "Social country's emergency? Have you
cessories.
will meet at 7:30 p.
at the home
-Security ful Birds," and Mrs. E. B, just put it offs or been selfishly
of
Miss
Lillian
Hallowell,
activiengrossed
in
own
daily
were
atand
groom
The
bride
Houston's subject was "Housing
Have you stopped,ha think tended bey -eadiseselit-Ceal Swift 01
Tuesday. November le
what could be accomplished if
Murray and Lawrence Sanders of
display of shadow boxes was arThe circles of the Women's SoEcorse, Mich. Miss Swift worse
ranged by Mrs. Fred 'Gingles, Mrs. every woman like you would
ciety
of
Christian Service will meet
service?
Or
give
a
few
hours of
Mrs. Will H. Whitnell was hostblack and white with black 'aeJeff Farris and Mrs. Loren Adams.
for their mission study preen= at ess yesterday afternoon to memthe dismal failure your country
cessiories.
The first was a modernistic setting
would
have
those-womade
if
the---cere•
tallowingsof the Wedneselephridge
Imrnedigrefron a. man's Ues,''esidtoped
men who have dbrked had gone
and the following guests: Mrs.
mony a reception was held at the Church.
purple, green and White against
Circle No. 3 of- the Methodist Marvin Whitnell, Mrs. Ed Frank
their own selfish 'ways'
home of the groom's aunt and
a black background- A beautiful
Remember that you, too, are a
andMrs. Frances Harrel
uncle, Mr. and Mrs. Emery Hook Church will meet_ with Mrs. A. F. Kirk
fruit display was arranged on a
Doron
at 2:30 o'clock.
dedemocracy-a
part of this
Farmer of Frankfort.
Of Ecorse, Mich.
carved oak leaf platter against a
• • 5, • •
ASKS,
The
Business
and
Professional
mocracy
only
which
background of dark green velvet,
The highs score. prize was won
Women's Club will have a-Slipper
while women in other count'ies
by Mrs. Jack IteElrath-and secon
and the third arrangement Was of are -commanded. Ifeeekt fail in
meeting_e_Collegiate
at
.-4;30
bronze and yellow chresanthee
high by Mra-Pfditicp.m.
first small ojmortunity the
mums in an antique carved frame ehri
blefield.
The Music.Chia vidijonee
'Red Cross offers, you will be
of
t.il
taV
background
of
dark
red
A salad-plate'.against a
o cTer-e-k----61 the home
Less likely to measure up to:thevelvet.. The fourth picture was .a
nonclu
nod with- Mra-M--3'.- Bade-and
nee.
•
.
•- _e_ 9_
lady's boudoir, setting conreeting
Miss Margarlt - Graves as 'coA job Is-waiting for you at the
'Jane *Seiton, daughter' of hostesses.
Of fan, milk glass powder jar, Red Cram Headquarters.in the
•
•
- pearl necklace, handkerchief ands' courthouse.
Mr. and Mrte J. D. Sexton of 709
So join the many
corsage on pink rosebuds and
West Main street, Mu_rray, will
Wednesday, No- vember 19 Calloway County women who
carnatiorus
in
a
white
frame
white
have a part in activities incident
Mrs. George Hart will open her
'ire doing their part.
with a silver lining.
Jubilee
celebraDiamond
to
the
home for the regular meeting of
You may intend to go next
The Lydian Clem of the First
tion of the Cincinnati Cipneervatory the UDC at 2:30 p. m, and will be
'During the social hour the hostweek-BUT WHAT ARE YOU
Baptist Church met* last Thursday
according
to
this
-year,
of
Music
carrying
plate
party
served
a
esses
assisted in entertaining by Mrs. evening at the home of Mrs. Graves
DOING TOMORROW? This is
--asoret the Thanksgiving motif.
Prat a
114
r-it-is really up an _announcement by -George, H. Bun Crawford, Mrs. A. F. Doran, Hendon with Mrs. thIhnan prilurm
Klusmeyer, manager.
Guests, in addition to members, to YOU. .
Mrs. A. 0. Woods and Mrs. Albert as co-hostess.
Tlee Conservatory, the oldest in- Rhump.
-4
were Mrs. Born Payne of BirmingFollowing the business session the
dedependent school in, America
hant, Ala., and Ws. R. A. Craw•
hours were devoted to Red Cross
music
and
the
exclusively
to
voted
'Ord.
Wednesday, November 26
sewing.
kindred arts, was. founded in the
The Home Department of the • Dainty refrestunents were served
winter of 1887 by Clara 13dur. Its Woman's Club will meet at 2:30 p. to the twelve, members present.
graduates hold places of import- m. at the NYA work shop on the
•••• •
ance in..the-world of music and college campus where a demonmusical education throughput the stration of ceramics will be given.
The Penny Homemakers club United, States. Its faculty, headed
Mrs. Stewart E.
, Capt. and
met Monday, November 10, with
Juts 41. Hoffmann, director
_tnithipo
je
f4ainia Hulene Tex., who
MeerBobby 4samiter.--= Meren divered
'errie-of-the meet derwere
The Ar7. aitct Crafts Club me
hers answered roll call and two tinguished to be found in any
with Mrs. Solon Higgins ,,WednesMrs' C. L. Sharborough, and Mr. new members. Mrs. Moss Dodds
MUSIC school in the' world.
day afternoon, November 12.
and Mrs. James B. Wynn of Pratt- and Mrs. C. M. Griffin:* were ad•Miss Sexton is a student of the
ville. Ala., who were visitors in
Lovely refreshments were served
ded. The business 'session was piano at the Conservatory, studyThe
Mattie
-Belle
Hayes
Circle
to members and two visitors, Mrs.
the home .Sit.
end Mrs. H. I. presided over by Mrs. Jesse Wash- ing 'with -Severin Eisenberger.
held
the
regular
ineeting
Monday
delightfully
enterJ.
D. Rowlett and Mrs. George
Were
Medd
burn, president.
evening at the home of Misses Ruth Smith.
tained during their stay in MurAe-mgeion was made by Mrs.
and. trances Sexton. Each memThe club voted a cash donation
ray.
e'er brought a gift' to be sent to of $10 to the local Red Cross. •
On Tuesday evening Mr. and Preston and seconded by %Mee
Garter
Gatlin
that
money
be
taken
Wesley
House.
Mrs. Sledd were at hOme int,a-malty in their honor. Mrs Joe Lovett from the treasury to pay the club's
Mrs. Rue Beale, chairman. prestate
dues.
A
motion
was
marle
by
and Mrs.--E S.-Diugiiid Jr., assistsided over 'the' business session:
Mrs:. Paul Futrell and seconded by
' AN APOLOGY
ing the hostesses in entertaining.
during which plane for the ChristMrs. Tony Boggess That the club
Mrs-, John.'Miller was hostess mas
program
were
discussed.
Monday
of
afternoon
to
.
members
of
meet
on
the
second
Monday
Due
to mechanical cainchttons
- had guests for
Mrs. Sharborough
plumes were drawn for the ex.
thei lagt3orr
bridge -club and spr- change of gifts at the meeting.
beyond our control, some items
lunch at the National Hotel on each month.
that should-have-appearedThe_ nine was
--Weinesehry--tionering'Mrs! -Smith - A -•eornrizittee- -report was-ealled er
fine
p
the society page last week were.
for and the business committee. at five tables and the club prise serited:
1101d Mrs.
onaitted We regret this omission ,
was asked to subscribe for the for high score was awarded Mrs.
• Wield for naw.
eCtellidaallsOU
Almighty
and PrOmise that we will try to
book. "Primer for An American." L. J. Hertin,--and guest highKing": Scripture, 13th Chapter of
Mrs.
Geofge
Franks
Kirk.
not Crow it to happeh again.
Mrs)
k.d
Mrs. Joe Lovett and Mrs. E.. S. Each member will --be called on
Balterefeceived-dhe low score prize, Corinthians, Miss Oneida Wear:
Diuguid Jr. entertained at bridge during the year to p,ive a talk from
A'salad plate was served at the Meditation. Miss Myra Bagwell;
Wednesday afternoon at the home tine book. Mrs.' Washburn asked
conclusion of the game to Mes- prayer, Mrs. Rue Beale:
of the former in compliment to Mrs. Tony Boggess to, give the
dames P. W. Ordway, Joe Lovett,
Delicious
refreshments
were
Mrs. Smith and Mrs. Wynn. The first talk on "Democracy".
Jack Farmer, Marshall Berry, Will served during the social hour. New
game V4k9 played at four tables,
Miss Rachel Rowland gave her H. Whitnell, Ed Frank Kirk, C.
members
present were Mrs. Frank
and additional guests called for report and congratulated the club
J. McDevitt, George Baker, Frank Loomis and Mrs. Jim
Staler.
tea.
on its booth at the Calloway Albert Stubblefield, Burgess ParVisitors
were
Miss Ethelyn JohnMrs. H. I. Sledd received the County Fair. She also outlined ker Jr., A. H. Kopperud. H. C.
prize ear high score and Mee. the part the club will have in Dubia, W: Z. Carter, George Hart son. Mrs. J. E. Barnes and Mrs.
Miss Margaret Graves and Miss
Roberta Rudd.
Marilyn Mason spent the week-end
Smith and Mrs. Wynn were pre- carrying out the Calloway County L. J. Hortin, Gingles_ Wallis, Vercall.
roll
with
Mr. and Mrs. Dick Hagan of
sented giftl.
Red Crest
non Stuoblefieln Jr., Hugh HousElizatietbtown.
Was
•A delicious salad plite
The major project lesson. "Table ton. W. G. Nash, and Miss Ruth
Mrs. H. C. Jones. of Nashville,
serdWra at the conclusion of the Service and Etiquette", was pre- Richmond.
is the guest this week of her pasented by Mrs': Preston Boyd, and
- • • •• •
rents, Mr. and Mrs. Z. B. Bailey,
the minor project lesson. "Pruners* of Shrubbery." was given by
Set. Garvin Finney, of Seattle.
Mrs. Bobby- Lassiter: The proMrs. P. W. Ordway -was hostess Wash., is visiting his mother. Mrs.
gram. in charge of Mrs. Paul FuDell Finney, on South 4th St. for
trell. was rmened by the reading
Grove 126, Woodlnen Circle, met Friday at one o'clock at a -bridge two weeks.
The Euzelian Class met Monday of the Twenty-fourth Psalm by in regular sersion Tuesday night in luncheon' honoring her guest, Mrs.' Mrs. Rudy Smith tripped and fell
Hayes of Dawson Springs.
sversairt the home of Mrs.- Car- Mrs. Las.eiter.
the Woman's club house with Mrs. J.
on a concrete stee Tuesday night,
attractitsely breaking her arm and
on with Mrs. S. H. Criels • Three contests Were enjoyed. Mayrne Lee Hurt. Guardian, pretables were
tie
The
inflicting
die and Mrs. C.'0. Bondurant as Mrs. Tony Boggess gave a paper siding. The rftualistic opening and decorated with fall flowers. Fol- painful scratches and -bruises. She
Home".
Songs. closing was used. The business hour lowing the delectable' luncheon,
Idled, "The
.
co-hostesses.
is
confined
in
the
Clinic
for
a few
on
the wellised to plan for the Christhiaa bridge was played and prizes
The devotional was led by Mrs. "Merrinenia",--- -entcrme
days and is resting well to date.
Charles Mercer, and a Thanksgiv- Range' and "Michael Finhegin" party, at which time the full mem- awarded Mrs. Charles Stewart for
Mrs. Myrtle Garrett made a busiing program was presented by were enjoyed by the group.
bership is expected lo be -present. 'high score, Mrs. T. H. Stokes sec- ness trip to Indiana over the past
At the December meeting Christ- Murray Grove now has a member- ond high, and the honoree wits
Mts. Graves Sledd. The rest of
week-end.
presented a gift.
the, evening was devoted to the mas gifts will be exchanged. The ship of 217 members.
Dr. ' E. De-Fisher attended the
Christmas Cheer work which, each date and place of this meeting will, .4he program was on "Good CitiIncluded in the hospitality were meeting of the Southern Medical
announced
at
a
later
date.
be
p ar,
class.
the
zenship"
and
included
a
by
paper
on
sponsored
Mesdames
C. Hayes, Frank Association in St. Louis, Mo., this
A delicious pot luck luncheon the USO.
The hostesses -served a party
Albert Stubblefield, Hal Houston. week.
was served by the club members.
The honor guest present was Ir-o. Nash, A. F. Yancey, Roy
plate to the eighteen members.
Mrs. Grace Moore, of Meadeville;
.•...
The hostess. Mrs. Bobby Lassiter, State Officer Mrs. Iva Moore of the Stewart, John Miller, Rice Mount- Pa.,
is visiting with Mrs. W. H.
served coffee and muffins.
Lynn drove drove.
joy, Will H. Whltfiel, T. H. Stoke*, Mason.
• ••••
STF-IISCFMrs. -13th-Cralg, of SOUth
The
attendance
award went to Charles Stewart. Guy H. HerdGene Dulaney, a student at Van10th St., arc visiting relatiees in
Miss Lucy Lee Miles.- It was a co- man of Frankfort. Joe T.. Lovett, derbilt University, was the weekFlorgense, Ala., this. week.
incident that it wee, her sixteenth Ray Munday, -Wells Overby. Jack end guest of his mother Mrs. J.-H.
birthday.
McElrath, H. C. Curry, George M. Dulaney: Mrs. Dulaney *has recent. Nominating add Yearbook com- Baker, A. IL Koppetud, and Miss ly returned from a visit with tier
home
was
at
Herbert
Dunn
Mrs.
mittees were appointed for the 1942 Ruth Richmond,
sister in Columbia, Tenn.
Wednesday afternoon to the Book set-up. and Miss Virginia Darnell
Miss Nancy Whitnen, Miss Jane
and Thimble Club.' The hours wee Meetedanaptain of team to fill
Neiswanger and Bob Epting visited
the vacancy caused by Mrs. Flossie
were spent in Red Cross work.
friends in Evansville; Ind., Sunday.
A pretty party plate was served Hughes leaving Kentudky. '
Mrs. Homer Pogue, of Kansas
,•
by the hostess.
City, is the guest of • her father. W.
present
Included
MesMembers
L. Whence and Mrs. Whited. '•
dames C. E.' Hale,' CerMan GraMrs. Ray iffiniclay 'has as her
ham, Herman Rose Dewey Jones,
The Stitch and Chatter Club Met guest this _week her acme Mrs.
Lester Farmer, Carroll Lassiter.
Floyd
Brute/meat ist Los Angelea
last Thursday afternoon M the Red
Accurately and Carefully Joe Baker. Boyd Gilbert and LuMrs, Myrtle Wail and 'mother,
Mrs. Charles Manes Baker, a Cross Sewing Room where the
Purest
Cornpoundesk of
ther Jackson, ane Mrs. Bob Rob- bride pf last month, was honoree hours from one to four o'clock were Mrs. E. A. Johnston, of Hopkins*
bins VraS-a visitor.
Otitis
at a beautifully- planned surprise spent in Red Cross work. This is the ville, were visitors in Murray ruesday.
miscellaneous shower on Wednes: weekly custom of the club,
Mr.'and- Mrs. Kelley Dick, 'of
day evening Nov. 5, at the WoFollowing the afternoon's work, Par
ere-Venn..
s
visited Mr. and 'MIX.
man* club house. Hostesses were the, club adjourned to the Blue
• e. _
Miss _Mertha Jo Crass and Miss Bird -Cafe where refreshments were Wells Purdont nunday,•
Mrs. J. M. Adams has returned
Mary Martha Farmer, Chrysanthe- served by the hostess, Mrs. Claude
home teem Jackson, Miss., where
mums wee' used in decoration, ahd Miller.
•a•plek and white color scheme was .The membership of the club in- she visited her sister, Mrs. E. L.
Ledbetter,
who is recovering from
developed in the dainty party plate eludes Mesdames Noel Metugin, Joe
which was served:
Baker, - Tommie Lavender, Cross
Miss Thebna Jo LPG'entertain- Spann; CharlessMercer, Owen Weft.
In the nursery we have a
ed with a reading. "The Brussels Vester Orr, Charles Hale Lena
fine stock of trees, shrubs, • Carpet." To the strains 0 the wed- Watkios, Carl Kingins, Bryan Tolding march played by Mrs. Bertha ley, Robert Smith and Claude Milevergreens, perennials and
,
Jones, Misses Jane Jones and Ave ler.
rose'bushes. Prices right!
Nell Farmer entered dressed as
bride and -groom and presented
the gifts to the honoree in a gaily
FLORAL
decorated ,pink and white basket.
DEPARTMENT
There were about eighty included
in the delightful hospitality.
we have beautiful pctited
The Birthday Club held a sup00.0.
• .
*
per *meeting -Tuesday eQvx,ir,g at
-plants, cut flowers, and a
the .home of Mrs. Ronald Churchgood line of novelties ...
ill in hdnor aof Mrs. John Farmer.
eyourdinnt,r table
Enhinc.
-Covers were late Ittir-Mts. Farmer, Mrs. Graves Slecld, Mrs. RobThanksgiving ivith a love,
Mrs.
Thomas
ert
& Jones, Mrs. Roy Farmer,
Banks.
Jr.,
was
ly centerpiece.
hostess Seturday afternoon to mem- Mrs. -Garnett Jones, Miss Estelle
bers of the Saturday Bridge Club Houston, Mrs. -Burgess- Parker
and the following guests Mrs. Jim Jr. Mrs. J. B. Wilson and Mrs.
• •
eltdtlere-ahd Mrs. Charles Sexton.
Churchill.
re
yrs Ed Frank Kirk receivdi -the
club prize for high score and Mrs.
Mrs.'S. W. Stitt returded Tbesdaye
MRS. W. P. ROBERTS
Stadler the guest high.
to 'her home in Clarksdale. Was.,
PHONE 364-J
800 &WE
A. delightful party- plate
as following a visit with her daughter,
served.
•
Mrs aloe aladiters-er..
'
- -easeesdesse=1.1r
4-111111114'"---.
-se-e-asess2Sisailisaasee
"a
_ aiddeS'eeseessieearie='
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Mrs. -Whitnell Is

crab Hostess

'

3/1-ghts,
Bat-

,

MRS. H.I. SLED* Editor

Mise4atet4extats
Take Part in Jubilee
at

raisi

Visitors Are
Complimented

i11.1•••••••

Penny Homemakers
Meet Monday

Lydian
s Meets
With Mrs. lientiett

Arts and Crafts
Meeting Maitre Belle-Trayei-r:
Circle Holds Meet

Mrs. Miller
Entertains
at Bridge

Woodmen Circle
Meets.

IEtthirliatt Class Meets
-Monday Evening

Mrs. Ordway
Compliments
Visitor

Book and Thimble
Club Is Entertained

Prescriptions

-41Wri. Raker Is
Honoree at Shower
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Stitch and Chatter
Club Sesis at Red
Cross_ir
otOn

HOLIDAY GREETINGS!

EVERGREENS for WINTER EFFECT__
30 Good Planting Days in November!'

end.
Mr. and Mrs. Peter Hepner are
spending a Sews days with their
children in Union City, alenn., this
week.
Mrs. Bill Smith and daughter,
W. P. King, secretary of the
Dorothy Kay, left last Friday for
St. Louis, Mo., where they will Kentucky Education Association,
visit Mr. Smith's sister. Mrs. Cle,le. Louisville, Ky., releases the folIan Smith, and Mr. Smith, for a lowing facts concerqing,schools in
&Slave Zeta- teleeleteeius -the-ee
state' should have this information.
Mr. and Mrs. G. B.-15cott left to1. More than half the elepsenday for Gainesville- Ga., where they tary school children of Kentucky
will visit their so; Burst Scott, get only seven months of schoolwho is a cadet at Ri*raide Military ing. At that rate they would have
Academy. They will also visit rela-• to go .to school three and fourtives in Murfreesboro, Tenn., be- tenths-years more to get the equivfore returning home.
alent of what the children get who
Mrs. Milton Spradlin and Miss spend their eight elementary evert
•
Hilda Dale Spradlin, of Tampa, Fla., in ten month schools.
were guests Sunday night and Mon2. More than a third of the eleday of Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Stub- mentary children of Kentueky go
auine,or ten YnOnths eae.h.
blefield. Ir They'were. ear
their home from Hickman where year.
Mrs. Stubblefield had joined them
3. The salaries of teachers have
last week' for a visit.
decreased in the last 10 years,
while
everything else has inMr. and Mrs: James B. Wynn, of
Prattville; Ala., are guests of Mr. creased, including the qualificaand Mrs. B, I. Sledd. Mr. and Mrs. tion-of teachers. - - • 4
81 counties-of Kentucky
Wynn, accompanied by Mrs. Sledd, --4.'
• will g9 to Alton, Me to spend the the average salary of .elementary,
Marlene Hatcher
week-end with lir. ApITMrs.W. M. teachers is less than el2 per week. •
'This means that-A.
RhIene
329 elemental
,
. ••
latilarrame e
-f"
teachers are receiving less than
way County
"Ts
iana
tl
eiav
:hing
l John Preston Ordiesy IS the
geed
$12 per week on an annual basis:
in Paducah, will appear in the this week of his aunt,
Mrs. J. C. 5.
More than 7,000 county teachprogram of the Kentucky Council Hayes, of Dawson
Springs. ,
for the Social Studies which will
Mrs. H. E. Holton has gone to ers have employment for only
meet in Bowling Green on Novem- 'Little Rock, Ark., for a visit with seven months,
6. The average salary of high
ber 14-15.
her brother, W. B. Frazee, and Mrs.
school teachers in Kentucky on
Miss Hatcher will speak Satur- Frazee.
day morning on "Some Practical
Mrs. John J. Howell has returned an annual basis is approximately
Phases of the Teaching of Geogra- from Birmingham, Ala., wtseee she $20 per week. They 'nisei. be col.
phy in the Secondary -Sete:40E"
was called by the serious illness lege graduates.
and death of her father, Herbert S.
Salmon. Mrs. Howell spent several
a serious operation.
weeks with her mottier following
Dr. and Mee. J. C. Barr, at Oak her father's death Which occurred
Grove, will be the week-end guests on October 14.
of Mr. and WS, -F.- D. -Pdellen.-Dr.
Rex -Daughert -Of-- Claremore,
Barr, the first -pastor of the local Girls., spent several days last week
Presbyterian Church, will fill the as the geest of Mr. and Mrs. R. A.
Member, of the Murray- State
pulpit at -the---Church--dif-Simday in Crawford.
College
International
Relations
commemoration of the tenth anniRainey T. Wells returned Satur- Club attended the Ohio Valley Inversary of its founding.
day_ night to.nig home
t019"W
elplioas..,,,g1uk.
forOwnig a Two
Dr- E. -D. Fisher is attetaing tfie
ereption
at Kent, •Ohio,Noannual meeting of the Medical As- cation spent at his catrip, at Fort vember 6. 7, and 8. Billy Lipford.
Hyman, and with his daughter, Mrs. Murray, is president of the- local
sociation 'in,St. Louis this week.
Mrs. R. A. Myers is able to be Joe Lovett, and- family.
club.
Mrs. K. A. Mitchell, of Hickman,
out after a several weeks' illness
Those Who attended the convenwas
the
guest
for
a
of flu.
short time last tion were Ray eforield. Hardin: •
week
of
her
niece,
Mrs.
John
Mil- Bally Lintord; J. P. Tuckes, West- •
A. S.- Glenn Hodgel ?Visited his
port, Tenn.; Joe Fitch, Springville,
mother, Mrs. Hodges, and sister, ler, and Mr. Miller:Mrs.
W.
Ee
Smith,
of
New
Or- Tenn,; and Ralph Crouch, Lynn
Mrs. Delvin Langston. last week.
He luturried to the Great Lakes leans, La., arrived last Friday for Grove,
Prof. A. C. LaFollette acted as
Naval Training 'Station. 'neat. Chi- a visit with her daughter, Mrs. C.
Sharborough, and family.
faculty advisor en the absence of
cage, Ill- Sunday.
Mrs.
F.
D.
Mellen
spent
several
Dr. F. C. Pogue, regular faculty
Mfs.,_Bertha Hall and da▪ ughter.
Befty_e_bnve.ieturned to Murray to clays last week with Mrs. Horace aelvisor, who was unable to attend
Premon
and
Mrs.
Robert
Hoffman
the
convention because of previous
hBnne
spen
•g
make"their
after
engagements.
several' manilas travelin
rou h of Nashville.
Mrs. -e. k ffistargi
maniTlIno'fs'and Aeleandas as
ager for theFay Wood Cosmetic leave Friday for a week-end visit
with
Mr.
ant-Mes.
Ashes -AL:Prest
Corporation.
'''.-Mr. and-.ZW.
-Rolit
-Gentry and in- Leesville. -,
Capt. and Mrs. Stewart E. Smith,
of Baltimore, Md., and
Perry Meloan, of Brownsville, of New Orleans and Camp Helen,
Mr. and Mrs. Max Churchill anTenn., spent the week-end here Texas. spent several days the first
with relatives. Mrs. Gentry was of the week with his sister, Mrs. nounce the birth of a daughter.
formerly' Miss Hazel Meted; the C. L. Sharborough. and - Mr. Sher- Annette Elizabeth, born at the
Mason hospital last Saturday.
borough.
daughter of'PerryMeloan.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack McElrath were
Mr. and Mrs. Archie Walker.
Mrs. Ed West and daughter, Julianne. of Union City, Tenn., spent guests Monday night and Tuesday Hyrnon, are parents of a 7 pound
of
his
boy,
parents, Mr. and Mrs. H. P.
born at the Hale-Fisher Clinseveral days here with her parents,
ic Tuesday, November 11.
Mr. and Mrs. John Jones, on Main McElrath, of Paducah.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
P.
Mr.
and Mrs. Leon Farris of TriW.
Ordway
had
St.
A. S. Orville Kuhn left last Sun- as their week-end guests Misses City_dre parents of a 7 pound 5
Jones of Kut- ounce girl, born Nactentiere12.
day .for the Great Lakes Naval Connie and Edwina
.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Lee, HighTraining Station near Chicago, Ills, tawa.
land Park, Mich., aihnounce the
after a several days' visit with his
birth
of a 71
/
2 pound son, born
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Peter Kuhn.
MISSION MEETING
November 1 at the Highland Park
- Dr- and Mrs. E. D. Martin, of
Hospital.
Memphis, Tenn., accompanied by
The baby has been
Friends of the Amazon Valley named Joe Wayne. Mr. and Mrs.
Miss Alma Boyd, of Murray, visited
Dr. Martin's -son. Lt. E. D. Martin, Baptist Faith Mission are invited Lee are formerly_ of Hardiri. Mrs.
Jr., in- Chicago, Ill., over the week- to be preaent at the annual rally Lee is the daughter of Mr. and
meetinferin the home of John Me- Mrs. Milburn Holland.
end.
Dr. and Mrs. L. D. Hale attended lugin, 444 .North Seventh Street
Murray,
Tuesday, November 18, at.
the session of the annual Medical
' Read the classified ads regularly.
Associatien in St. Louis, Mo., Mon- 10 a. m.
day and Tuesday.
Mr. arid Mrs. Eugene Shipley and
sons, Dan and Hal: and Mr. and
Mrs. Will Clanton spent Sunday in
Martin. Tenn.. visiting in the home
of Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Wells.
Mrs. Desiree Fair, of Fredonia,
spent the week-end with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. W. V. Jeffrey,
on South Soca Street.
Mrs. Jesse Harris and children, of
Mayfield, spent several days last
week with Mr. and Mrs. Wells Purom.
Dr. and ides. J. V. Starks have
returned from a vistrewiter their
daughter, Mrs. A. C. Wrather. and
Mr. Wrather. in Washington, D. C.
,Fed.. Harrison F. Smith, who is
filing clerk and bookkeeper for the
Second - Army Headquarters ate
Memphis. Tenn., is home oft a'two
weeks' furlough and is ylidtisig
_
atives and friendi.
Word has been 'r
'eoe"reed-- and
Cearles Boyd Houston, who has
ia on maneuvers in Louisiana
7r,liggE
-7FESTIVE
confined in a hospital there,
'NEW
ARRNALS!
with an injured back, has been.
transferred to -Cantonment Hospital. Fort Knox. He expects to be
eased by December 1 and will
to his borne in Los Angeles,'
Calle-.
Harry Dulaney, enrhute from Atlanta. Ga.. to St. Louis. Mo., to atOdette
4w-Step
tend.the Southern Medical meeting
018.
visited hls parehts, Mr.' and Mrs.
W. P. Dulaney, here ovee the week-
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Relations Club
Delegates Attend
Ohio Meeting
waa

Look Your Best
'.,During the ..
Holiday Season

Dianne

44%

Last

e a dye"'

Birthday Club Meets
With Mrs. Churchill'

$4.'"
Black Gabardine Airline
Step-in Pump, Black
Patent Trim.
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•
Etetiertaius.aub _

Murray Nursery &

Black Elasticized
Gabardine Spice
Pito*.
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THE LEDGER Is TIMES, MURRAY, KENTUCKY

Breds Run Wild to 1)Holland Named to Assist Jenkins
Memphis As Coach of West for Annual Clash
!SwamP
1State
Preston 'Ty" Holland, for 10

Classified Ads,.

•

1

years head coach at Murray High
With .ariow drifting lazily earth- School and whose . gridders have
ward. Ceich Jim Moore's Murray won over 65 per cent of their
_ EMI,SALE Well tiling at bsikk
WANTED: Hardwood for chemical Staftrs bloomed forth to reach games during his mentorship, was
their\TIghtful
notch in the pigskin voted recently, as first assistant to
Murray Laundry
- on West Main St. plant at Lyles-Wrigley. Term..
World -aital displayed plenty bf Paul Jenkins, Male High head
See 0. W. Harrison. Phone '325.
F.O.B. cars
'St.L. Railway. talent to swamp
Memphis State. coach, to. prepare the westerners
030, aig-latiad Write for specifications, price and
s- contract, stating approximate num- 31-6. in an SIAA tilt here - Satur- for the annual All-East and Allday aftte-noon.
West Okeika Temple's charity game
FOR SALE: Bale shuck. Mayfield -her of cars you can ship weekly.
With the ball game only three..1.at Lexington, Novernber 29.
- Milling Co.. Mayfield, Kentucky, - Tennessee. Products Corporation.
short minutes old. Ferrara took
Other coaches' who .will work
030,Ne_le_po _Lyles-Wrigley. Tenn.
016-23-30; N6-13-e Perkins' 15-yard toss and hipped under Jenkins will b•-• Kenneth B.
his way across the pay line for. Side/ell, Tompkinsville. and Cook- FOR SALE: Seasoned native nate
- two by tours and one by fours. HOUSEKEEPER WANTED: If in- the initial tally. Speth"s-attempted sey Crafton. Barret Manual, Henterested
please
placement
write
was blocked by Gullett, derson.
P.
-0.
Box.
Several hundred feet now availCowie
Judi_Holland. graduate of Mur,
able. See George E.' Orerbey. Sr. "Mil not later than Monday, Novenn. Memphis State tackle. .4welesgeatiaz
..11.
--ft444444- -*Waster
Schont and. whia_recelved_
-0231.41holdt
ng more than exchange of hit degree from Murray State ColFOR SALE: 180-acre them with 4- WANT PLEASANT OUTDOOR punts and line plays kept within lege. needs no introduction in the
midfield territory. •
your
West nor the East. His athletic
roans house. located 24 miles SW -Well( in LbUsines'
Memphis- State opened the third teams, are of the highest calibre
of Hardie in Calloway County. Good profits selling over 200 widely
advertised
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CIO of Thanks
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/ . WHEREAS conditions in the world today have necesAtated an
recedentedGuarpeadc;
extension of our Array, Navy, Marine
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-, s-'
Coast
and
*---and neighbor* for'their kindness
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intense distress among innocent victims, making essential AmeriBro. Blankenship- and Bro. Poyner.
can aid to suffering humanity abroad; and
for their consoling words. Mr. and
WHEREAS the American Red Cross is the Only organization
Mrs. C. W. Adams and those who
In our land equipped and ready. Ifni, to assist, advise ;Old othersang under their direction. and
wise serve the men uf our armed forces and their lard opes ct
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floral offering. _24ay God's richest
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y
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pe
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ruction of Home Nursing, First Aid. Water Safety
blessing rest , upon you is our
and all kinds of Accident Preventien, and through the Junioriterl
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pri
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Mr. and Mrs. E. B.'Adams
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CREAM PRICES ARE UP!

Nice Hams

- Make Your Milk Pay Double-

l

Paying'30c in-

AT TOLLEY & CARSON'S

a

Wednesdays, Saturdays, 4th Mondays

(
1 J. T. Wallis & Son
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Country Club
24-lb. sack

24-1b.
Sack

AVONDALE
BOKA

Kroger's C. Club

55

10 POUNDS
29c

FRENCH
Pound

1-pound can
MAXWELL HOUSE, 1-11). can...32c

PEACHES
lit(:rgoe.;'s CLOCK BREAD

9A-e

'SPOTLIGHT Clic
Lb. 19c, 3 lbs. kW
1-1b. can
32c

Let

FOLGER'S,

ci

of tie
shall I
points.
P.

Country
Club

20..3.1r

pledge
appros
the .ta
la44. a
hernia
G. I

Enriched with Vitamin B1 9
Li loaves
Twisted and Sliced

K R OG ER
SALUTES

PUMPKI141;-C;;36:"

Dried Peaches, lb.. ,15c
Dried Apricots, lb. 23c
Xroger's Clock Bread
Th,rort-Enriched

w"

Prunes, 2 lbs

15c

CRANBERRY SAUCE
Ocean Spray
alp c
2 16-ounce tangle

-

age in
lue-.4tu
ly . thy
a cred
made.
F
•
eiter
r1 eide
-liner -fore IN

4

3
10`
SALMON
33:
27C
Karo, Red
FLOUR P"264-blubry. 'sas ,Bek" 99c
MILK
Westinghouse Lamps, Type D
Pet
or Carnation, 3 till cans
30 or so wadi
10c
I Each
Latonia Club /A 7.4.4sz. bottles
Plus bet
OYSTERS COVE
SOl)A
290 ORANGE
2 cans
Ground
BLACK PEPPER

Bulk
Pound

Fresh White
LIMA BEANS

Fancy Pink
2 Tall Cans

No. 2 cans

SYRUP, Penick or Staley
White or Golden
5-1b. ran
or Blue Label, 5-lb. san 29c
Country Club
3 Tall Cans

25

25t

Root Beer,/Strawberry, Grape.

Ground SAGE,- box
Pumpkin Pie Spice. box

BRILLQ/SOAP PADS,'2

Etc.

boxes ..15c

CALA
RI( SHOULDERS WHOLE
/ STYLE
POUND 211/2c
IBNUD
LE
KPENDENT PORK SAUSAGE
POUND 171
/
2c
SWIFT'S
WHOLE
ORIOLE
BACON/: HALF
POUND 221
/
2c
LARD
2 POUNDS BULK 25c
MINCE MEAT'Club
Brandy
19c CHILI BRICKS
_Pound
Pound 24r
Urge
FRANKs
BOLOGN Pound 15c
19
Freels Ground
BEEF ROAST .ioniia:ka 24c HAMBURGER
18
or

or
SIDE

50-lb. can/

$6.19

Armour's Spanico

flavored.

Govt. Instil ti
Pound

Pound

PORK
By the piece

SIDE

Frespoutb,d. -1114c

NotieWal •
PERCH FILLETS

Pound 17/
1 2c
1.

INVEss GRAPEFRUIT 80 SIZE

CRANBERRIES
Texas

7 FOR 25c

LB.
15c
Hot House

ORANGES
25c
WINESAP APPLES BUSHEL s1-5 10 Pounds 25,
HEAD
Large 5-dozen
15c CELERY
5(
25c

216

LETTUCE
size

2 heads

"
stragle
k 1 Oc sM
tarldk

See Our PRODUtE DEPARTMENT For A Complete Lino Of Fresh
Produce - LARGEST ASSORTMENT IN TOWN!!!

PLACE zmigR TODAY

F twit And

FOR A FORT:BUM KRE
OlG
r ER BLUE

SATISFACTION •GUARANTEED - •DRESSED 'CHICKENS • OYSTERS

We Will Be Closed ALL DAX THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 20
....:11 4mmomommaimu
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GUARANTEED FOODS

The Farm and '
Home

1.

Proclamation By Mayor • Hart Starts Roll Call
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